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Ends 'Quiet' Weekend

Fire Destroys
Dexter Home
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The Dexter home of Abelene Jones
and her mother, Zula Stone, was
destroyed by a fire today that was
reported shortly before 11 a.m. All
contents of the home were also lost in
the blaze.
The blaze marked the end of what
most law enforcement spokesman and
fire department personnel call a quiet
holiday weekend.
Cause of the Dexter blaze is unknown.
The block structure was completely
engulfed in flames when personnel with
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1,46,1
HOME DESTROYED — Members- of Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
fight to contain a fire which destroyed the home of Abelene Jones and her
mother, Zula Stone, in the Dexter Community today. The house was totally

eagalfeil-by Rimer wben firefighters arrived on the scene. (Additional Pbete
On Page14.)
Staff Photo BY Lowell Atchley

MSU Out-Of-State Enrollment Exceeds
Guidelines; Tuition Waiver The Reason
Two of Kentucky's eight state
universities, Kentucky State and
Morehead, are violating state policy on
enrollment of out-of-state students.
A third school, Murray State
University, is exceeding an out-of-state
enrollment ceiling, according to a
copyrighted story in today's Louisville
Courier-Journal.
According to the story, non-Kentucky
undergraduate enrollments at Kentucky State University and Morehead

State University last fall exceeded the
20 per cent ceiling imposed by the state
Council on Higher Education.
According to preliminary figures the
council has released, 32.9 percent of
KSU's undergraduates last fall were
from other states or foreign countries.
Morehead's non-Kentucky enrollment
this past fall was 22 percent. The
council figures, furnished by KSU,also
show that more than 45 percent of this
past fall's freshman class was non-

Sadat Unhappy With
Israeli Concessions
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat was
quoted today as saying that Israel,
under the leadership of Prime Minister
Menahem Begin, has not yet made the
tough decisions or concessions needed
to bring about a Middle East peace.
The two leaders held a Christmas
summit in Ismailia, Egypt, and came
away still divided over the future of
Palestinian Arabs living on the Israelioccupied West Bank of the Jordan
River and Gaza Strip.
"No, Israel has not yet taken the
difficult decision," Sadat was quoted by
Egyptian newspapers as saying. "Mr.
Begin may be of the view that he has
made concessions but I see that he has
not."
Begin proposed self-rule for the 1.1
million Palestinian Arabs living on the
West Bank and Gaza Strip with continued Israeli military presence. Sadat
held out for creation of an independent
Palestinian state and complete Israeli
withdrawal.

In Jerusalem, the Israeli prime
minister briefed his cabinet on the
Ismailia summit and met with U.S.
Ambassador Samuel W. Lewis apparently to report on the talks and
current status of the peacemaking
effort.
The semiofficial Egyptian newspaper
Al Ahram reported that the summit
talks did produce agreement on Israeli
withdrawill from the occupied Sinai
Peninsula. Israeli troops still control
more than 80 per cent of the 20,000
square mile Egyptian desert peninsula.
The newspaper said Israel wanted to
announce the Egyptian-Israeli accord
publicly but Sadat refused, saying their
summit talks were aimed not at
reaching a private agreement but a
comprehensive settlement.
In Moscow, the Communist Party
newspaper Pravda called the SadatBegin summit a failure and said that
the only way to achieve an overall
Mideast settlement is for all parties and
their "allies" to cooperate.
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0.Section — 14 Pages
Having all the family together makes Christmas
brighter despite discovering that the people that make
Erector sets have changed the building kits quite a bit
ovEr the years. See Garrott's Galley by M. C. Garrott on
today's Opinion Page, page five.

a few
snow
flurries
A few snow flurries this afternoon ending by this evening.
Continued cold and dry through
Wednesday. Highs this afternoon
in the low to mid 20s Lows
tonight five to 10 degrees above
zero. Highs Wednesday 25 to 30
degrees.
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Kentuckian, the newspaper reported.
KSU President William Butts said
Monday night he would have to study
the enrollment figures before making a
comment.
Murray State University President'
Constantine Curris said MSU would not
have exceeded the council's 20 percent
ceiling without a special out-of-state
recruiting program the council approved.
Council figures show Murray State
with 1,561 of its total 6,197 undergraduates, nearly 25.2 percent, as
non-Kentuckians.
However, under Murray State's
tuition waiver policy, 642 nonKentuckians attended the university
from states within 100 miles. Curris
claimed that without the waiver moat of
the non-tuition students would not come
to Murray State.
Students from within the 100 mile
area can attend Murray State at the

same tuition rates as applied to in-state
students, 8480 a year. Tuition for other
non-Kentuckians at Murray State is
$1,200.
"We really went all-out this year to
try to hold our out-of-state enrollment
to below 20 percent," Morehead
President Morris Norfleet said.
During fall registration, Norfleet
said, officials thought the non Kentucky
enrollment would be slightly over 18
percent, the newspaper reported.
But when they discovered it would be
higher, they began analyzing the
enrollment to see what happened,
Norfleet said.
"First, a higher percentage of out-ofstate admitted showed up in comparison to the Kentuckians who were
admitted," Norfleet said. "And
secondly, a higher percentage of our instate students decided to drop out
during the first few weeks of school."

FRANKFORT — A $591,000 contract
to build indoor tennis courts at Kenlake
State Resort Park was awarded to
Hartz-Kirkpatrick Construction Co.,
Inc. of Owensboro.
The structure will house four tennis
courts and be heated and cooled with
four 15-ton heat pumps. Also included in
the project is a two-level service
building which will be connected to the
indoor tennis courts. It will contain men
and women's locker rooms, showers, a
pro shop, viewing lounge, office,
workroom and vending areas. This
building will have two.additional heat
pumps.
Work is to be completed by Oct.2.
•
.
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Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
arrived on the scene with a pumper and
two other fire fighting units.
Persons on the scene said they
spotted smoke from the fire as far from
Dexter as Hardin and Almo.
Eight fire-rescue squad volunteers
fought the fire and had it contained by
about noon.
No one was injured in the fire. A
grandson of Mrs. Zula Stone said Mrs.
Stone was in the home when the fire
started, but Mrs. Jones was away at
work. The house was located just off
U.S.641 in Dexter.
Personnel with the volunteer fire
department fought a small field fire on
Christmas Day, according to a
department spokesman. The fire
burned a portion of a fence row on KY
94 west of Murray.
The department also received two
other calls that were cancelled before
firemen arrived.
A spokesman for Murray Police
Department reported a "slow"
weekend during the holiday season.
"We issued a couple speeding tickets
and had a couple DWI's," the
spokesman said.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department also reported a quiet weekend.
The county also recorded no major
highway accidents during the holiday
period, according to Kentucky State
Police.

1--

Murray State Announces
4 Adult Learning Courses
A schedule of four courses to meet
regularly during part of the spring
semester has been announced by the
Adult Learning Center at Murray State
University as an expansion of the free
program of adult education.
Chuck Guthrie, director of the center,
said each class will begin meeting the
week of Jan. 9 for eight weeks. He listed
the courses and meeting times in the
Adult Learning Center as follows:
— English Grammar and Composition, Mondays and Wednesdays
from 10 to 11:30 a.m.
— General mathematics, Mondays
and Wednesdays from 1 to 2:30 p.m.
— The Art of Writing. Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 10 to 11:30 a.m.
— The Art of Communication,
Fridays from 10 a.m. to noon.
There is no fee for instruction or
books.
Located in Room 206 of Roy Stewart
Stadium on the campus, the Adult
Learning Center offers an opportunity
for anyone 16 years of age or older and
not enrolled in a public school to work
toward an eighth grade equivalency or

a high school equivalency through the
General Educational Development
(GED)program.
Since- the center opened in 1974,
students have had the option of
beginning the program at any level at
any time and working toward a goal at
their own rate.
Guthrie said the program has now
been expanded to include more
structured classes meeting on a regular
schedule.
Students may or may not be high
school graduates to take the courses to
begin in January. Guthrie explained
that they may want to prepare for
college enrollment, to improve their
work skills, or simply to help their
children with homework.
He added that free reading instruction for adults who cannot read is
also now being arranged. Anyone who
is interested in additional information
may call 762-6971.
Students may register for the four
courses to begin in January,by visiting
or calling the Adult Learning Center in
Room 206 of Roy Stewart Stadium.

Lynn Grove Farmers Shun Horse Power
When it comes time to transpoet their
dark fired tobacco to the market in late
December, Wallace Rogers and Glen
Kelso shun the trappings of modern
technology for old fashioned mule
power.
The Kelso and Rogers family this
weekend brought some 13,000 pounds of
dark fired leaf to Farris Warehouse by
mule drawn wagon. Glen Kelso sat atop
the first wagon, Herman Leitchfield the
second and Teddy Rogers the third.
The crop, some six acres of it,
represented the work of Teddy Rogers
and Glen and Bobby Kelso.
But, what they did is not new for the
Lynn Grove farmers."We haul it in like
this every year. It goes way back into
the 40's," Wallace Rogers said as his
tobacco was being unloaded in Murray
The Kelso and Rogers family hitched
up three teams of mules one morning
last weekend and drove 11.4 miles from
southwest of Lynn Grove in two hours.
Although raising and working with
mules is a hobby for Kelso and Rogers
nowadays, "mule power" represented
the means most local farmers in the
40's brought their tobacco to market,
Rogers said.
"We made our crop with these
mules," Rogers said, "A tractor has
never touched this tobacco."
Glen Kelso has eight mules on his
Lynn Grove farm while Rogers has four
mules.
Why did they choose the "old tliney
way" of transporting their tobacco to
market? "We just like to do things like
that. Mules are our hobby, I guess,"
Rogers said.

MULE POWER — Glen Kelso sits atop a load of dark fired tobacco he and Wallace Rogers transported to a Murray
warehouse last weekend. The Kettle and Rogers faintly; bypassed the traditional hone powered machinery this'summer to
farm their tobacco with mules. They each raise the animals as a hobby.
Story and Photo by Lowell Alchley

•
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Let's Stay Well

By FJL Blasingarne, M.D

Environmental Contamination
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By Abigail Van Buren
9)1977 by The Chocago ribune49.9.Neses SYna

DEAR ABBY: How much is a mother entitled to know?
Should her son and his father keep secrets from mother?
Here are the facts:
Our oldest son, who is a freshman in college 200 miles
from home, returned unannounced for the weekend to
discuss "a problem" with his father. They closeted
themselves in a bedroom and talked privately for several
hours.
My husband refuses to tell me what "the problem" was,
and before our son drove back to college he told me not to
worry—that he and his Dad would work it out. (The boy
looked very troubled and he wasn't himself.
Abby, we've always been a very close family, and if any
of our children have problems, I think I have a right to
know what they are.
Am I justified in feeling hurt and rejected?
SHUT OUT
DEAR SHUT OUT: I don't blame you for feeling as you
do, but please don't nag your husband or castigate your
son. Instead of feeling hurt and rejected, rejoice in the
knowledge that your son and his father have such a good
rapport that the young man cam,home in time of trouble
-to confer with his dad.
Even though you've always been a "close" family, some
sons are more comfortable talking man-to-man with their
fathers, just as some daughters prefer to talk
woman-to-woman with their mothers. Don't take it
personally. Count your blessings.
DEAR ABBY: My two nephews who are cousins will
soon marry sisters in a double ceremony. I was told that
the two nephews would then become brothers-in-law.
- 7 can see how each would become the brother-in-law of
his wife's sister, but would they become brethers-in-law to
eaeii other?
Is it true that when a man marries, he becomes the
brother-in-law not only to his wife's sisters awl brothers,
but also to their spouses?
Believe it or not, Abby, this has caused several heated.
arguments, but no one has been able to settle it. Can you?
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: According to Webster's New
International Dictionary (Second Edition, Unabridged), a
brother-indbw is defined as "the brother of one's husband
t-z.or„ wife; also, the husband of one's sister; sometimes,
inaccurately (emphasis my own), the husband of one's
wife's (or husband's') sister."
DEAR ABBY: In your recent response to ESCONDIDO
GRANDMA, you said that in the case of a handicapped or
ill child, the Board of Education "often" provides special
tutoring
May I point out that education tor the handicapped is no
longer optional for school boards, but is requited Ps a
result of federal legislation.
Public Law 99-132 entitles every handicapped child in
the nation to a "free, appropriate education which
emphasizes special education and related services
designed to meet unique needs."
Abby, as a service to the handicapped and their parents,
will you please spread the word?
KINGSVILLE,TEXAS
DEAR TEX: Consider the word spread.
CONFIDENTIAL TO JULIE ANNE: Promises,
promises! Next time he offers you the world on a silver
platter —take the platter.
Who said the tom years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "Mg Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Laskylk,,,Iteverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
tl and a long, hanged 04 coats), self-addressed envelope,
•
please.
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several awards, scholarships
Four large drawings of Dale and honors, and co-authored a
Daniel Leys are now on research article titled "In
display at the Calloway Search of Shows." He has had
County Public Library.
exhibitions in numerous
Leys is currently an galleries and art centers.
assistant professor of Art
Leys describes his drawings
Drawing in the Murray State as consisting of recognizable
University Art Department. forms in surrealistic forHis hometown is Cheboygan, mations. Many of his
Wisconsin and he began his creations contain common
art training at the Layton patterns found in nature. -I
School of Art and Design in look upon myself as an
Milwaukee where he earned amateur naturalist in that I
his bachelor of Fine Arts collect nature forms that are
degree. Continuing
his appealing to me," he comeducation, hea earned his. mented.
Master of Arts and Master of
"The public is invited to
Fine Arts of the University of come by the library to see this
Wisconsin before joining the exhibit which Will be shown
staff at Mtirray State until the middle of January,"
University.
Trevathan,
Margaret
He has been the recipient of Librarian, said.
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Harlem
Globetrotters

Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90
*No Limit *All Ages
*Groups Okay

1978 World Tour

PADUCAH TILGHMAN HIGH SCHOOL GYM
THURS., JAN. 5— 7:30 PM

Artcraft Studios

TICKETS: $6 and $5
INFO. 443-8448
ON SALE: People's First National Bank
(all branches}, All Sports, Inc.
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Dixieland Center, Murray
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Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear from you soon.
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very significant contribu- treatment of lung cancer
tor to the upswing of this are needed, as well as
serious, highly fatal form ' health education among
the public.
of cancer.
More research as to the ABORTIONS AND FUTURE PREGNANCIES
cause, early diagnosis, and

Kathryn Outland_753-3079

Sweaters

Off

.10

Boys'& Girls

Girls

Off
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bile exhaust, asbestos, and
road asphalt). These substances were hundreds of
times higher in the soil
near the highway than in
the surrounding mountains. In this particular
area of the country included in the study, the air
currents and thermal
inversions of the atmosphere may have made the
contamination worse than
in other areas. Nevertheless, the findings demonstrate that a casual relationship may exist between
these sources of air contamination and lung cancer increases.
It is generally recognized by most authorities
on the subject that environmental contamination is a

To

Dale Daniel Leys Has
Drawtngs At Library

-.ern.,

After Christmas Sale

Getting married? No matter how little you have to spend
or how unconventional your lifestyle, it can be lovely. Send
for Abby's new booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Enclose tl and a long stamped (24 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby; 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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Q: Mrs. B. M. writes to
ask about the increase in
cancer of the lung. She had
both an uncle and a fatherin-law die of the disease
within the last six months.
Neither of them smoked
tobacco. She asks if lung
cancers are more common
now among nonsmokers
than in former times.
By Abigail Van Buren
A: While cigarette smokDEAR ABBY: I've been married for six years to a man
who has some kind of hold on me and 1 can't shake it. I ing has been linked by
loved him once, but all my love for him is gone now. I've statistical studies to lung
left him 11 times but he always begs me to come back and cancer, it continues to insays if! don't he'll commit suicide, so I go back to him. We crease even among
have two kids who are practically being raised by my nonsmokers. The disease
mother because my husband refuses to work steady. He continues to be more comhas a bad drinking problem, too. I can't count the places mon in men than in womwe've been kicked out of because we couldn't pay the rent; en, though it is increasing
in frequency more rapidly
we can't get credit anyplace.
When he met me I was really no good. I was a in women than in men.
16-year-old pi ostitute with a drug habit. He keeps This greater incidence of
reminding me that he took me out of the gutter so I owe lung cancer among women
him my life.
is usually attributed to
Can you help me?
their increase in regularly
TRAPPED smoking cigarettes.
However, other sources
DEAR TRAPPED: No. But you can help yourself. You of air contamination may
need counseling, and so does your husband. There are also be related to lung
mental health clinics in your area that offer excellent help, cancer. Among them are
and it's free for those without funds. If your husband industrial wastes put in the
refuses to go, go without him. Don't let your past dictate air from factories. For
your future. You need a better self-image, and the fact that
you wrote to me indicates that you're looking for answers, example, exposure to asbestos dust has been shown
which is half the battle. Get going and good luck.
to increase lung cancers. A
DEAR ABBY: Why is the bride expected to write all the widely distribned source
may be exhausts from authank-you notes for the wedding gifts?
Most of the gifts are for the home—to be shared by the tomobiles and trucks.
A story in the "Chicago
couple. So assuming the husband isn't illiterate, why
Tribune" repotikra Swiss
shouldn't he write half the notes?
JUST ASKING study published in 'Environmental Science & TechDEAR JUST: Nowhere is it written that the bride nology" showed a cancer
should write all the thank-you notes for the wedding gifts. rate nine times higher
Acknowledging wedding gifts should be a joint venture among people who lived
(even though some grooms may tear the joint apart at the near a heavily traveled
suggestion).
highway as among those
who lived in locations reDEAR ABBY: I recently went to the hospital for some mote from the roadway.
exploratory surgery as I was concerned about the The scientists making the
possibility of cancer. Two neighbor women, whom I do not study measured environknow very well, came to visit me there. They took turns mental contaminants
asking prying questions as to the nature of my illness, Jribieh are generally rewhether more surgery would be necessary, etc. I tried to garded as carcinogens
_ fend.off these..qu.estaons..aa heat.. could.
4cornponents of automoAfter they left, a member of a fraternal group to which
belong called on me. The same line of questioning was
pursued. Only this person spent nearly an hour telling me
about "similar cases" in which all the patients died— of
cancer. I was depressed beyond words. Why do people
visit the sick and leave them sicker?
DEPRESSED
DEAR DEPRESSED: Because common sense is so
uncommon. My advice on bedside manners: Make your
visit short, sweet and cheerful. Leave the coughs and the
kids at home. Ask no questions. If you can't do that, stay
away.

•

And Lung Cancer
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Time Told In Triplicate At James Dowdy Home This Fall

THE CPA
Advisor to Business,
Government,Individuals
An audit is an independent
examination of the financial statements prepared by a business
or government,
The Certified Public Accountant—
CPA—is an independent professional
who performs this examination following prescribed auditing standards• To assure the public they can rely •
on the information contained In the
financial statements
• To check to see that the same
accounting standards are used by all
governments and companies so that
financial statements can
be compared
Only individuals registered with
the State Board of AeLountancy can
audit financial statements In Kentucky. Consult a professional for
auditing—your CPA.

MR. AND MRS. AMES DOWDY we pictured with the three idaibcal climb
he made as Christmas gifts for their grandchildren.
(MESSENG(R PHOTO)

By VIRGINIA GARRO'TT
Even though James
Dowdy, who lives between
Farmington and Coldwater,
has been retired from the
Merit Clothing Company for
several years, he is by no
means taking it easy, doing
nothing.
The fruits of Mr. Dowdy's
efforts are most evident in
the wood working items he
has made, and probably his
pride and joy are the three
clocks he made as
Christmas gifts for his three
grandchildren.
Made of solid cherry, the
clock cases have beautiful
turned posts and a finish
which does much to bring
out the beauty of the wood
When Mr. Dowdy finished
the cases, which are

identical, he had Marvin
Sholar, of Mayfield, order
and install the works.
Recipients of the prized
gifts are Rita Annette
Dowdy, 19, a second year
student at Murray State
University, Bradford Keith
Dowdy, 16, a student at
Farmington High School,
and eight-year-old Regina
Carol Dowdy, who attends
Farmington School. They
are the children of Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Dowdy, of
Farmington, route 1.
The project was kept as a
surprise from the children
and their parents, and there
were some mighty appreciative and surprised
persons when the children
and their parents visited the
James Dowdys last
weekend and were

cherry boxes, lamp bases,
and he counts among his
work three pairs of crutches. One pair he uses
himself, one pair was for his
brother, Hugh Dowdy, and
the other for M.C. Rose.

All Merchandise In Stock
Reduced

/1,irr_,, •

Onw in a Wiwi
to h41014) you get to know the CPA

A GRANDFATHER CLOCK in the living room of the lames Dowdy home, new
Farmington, is another of the many proiects Mr. Dowdy has made in his
home woodworking shop. Mr. and Mrs. Dowdy, pictured, are retired from
the Mint Clothing Cornparry.

Kentucky Society of
Certified Public Accountants

The sale you've been waiting for! Winter fashions
at bargairfOrkeS:Shdp early a-riefe0511-y—St1ier

Mr. Dowdy retired after
twenty-two years in the
maintenance department of
the Merit, and his wife
worked there for twentyseven years before her
retirement. But they are
busy every day with various
projects, and have much to
show for their retirement

MI Sales Cash Only
/

presented the clocks.
Mr. Dowdy estimated
that he spent about a month
making the clocks, doing
the work in his shop which
is located in a building in
the rear yard of his home.
The first clock he ever
built was a grandfather's
clock, of solid walnut, which
occupies a special place in
the Dowdy's living room.
He said he put about sixtc
hours work into that piece,
but the Iinished product
shows it was worth every
minute of the time.
Other items Mr. Dowdy
has made in his wellequipped shop include a
dresser for his oldest
granddaughter. a sewing
stool, of mahogany, for his
wife, from wood he
acquired twenty-five years
ago.
He has made Wooden
goblets, salt tibxes,
beautiful walnut boxes of
various sizes, also several

!V,i
A., If r•rpritt_

Sale Begins
Tuesday
Dec. 27th
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met Tuesday, December 20, at
seven p.m. at the lodge hall
with Donna Stnith as worthy
advisor protem and Sybil
Lasater as mother advisor.
Members present were
Angie Thweatt, Lana Lasater,
Donna Smith, Marie Vella,
Vickey Weatherford, Tina
Miller, and Linda George. A
visitor was Terry Cathey.
Adults present were Sybil
Lasater, Marilyn Weatherford, and Max Weatherford.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, January 3 at
Seven p.m. -

4
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Beautiful iunior and misiy coordinates and
pants. skirts
separates to choose from
tops, blouses, sweaters, lockets, blazers and
vests in flattering fashion colors Buy Mai
favorite outfit and really so ve at Bright's'

The biggest sole of the.
teasri on fabulous winter coats from Bright'.
'
- Select freer,fabulous leathers, leother-looks, fake fun tuts,
toslunn lcode'
luurics, fie drirnmectety les and genuine fur styles Select from pont coot,
regular lengths and hooded rr,alorge array of beautiful fashion colors
Dail delay hurry ,n and sore while the selection is superb

A macadam road is so called
because the method was
invented by John Louson
McAdam.

the green door•
Dixieland Center

Chestnut Street

After Christmas
v All designer sheets reduced 20%
v Bed Spreads reduced '4 (only 13 to sell)
v Group of Towels, reduced
v Group of Soap, reduced '4
v Odds & Ends, Soap dishes, toothbrush
holders and glasses, reduced 14
vPlacemats reduced (odds & ends)
v Hand Woven Wool throws, reduced "4

REG. 30.O0 TO 73.00
FF
.
3 0'
/
NOW 1

Current-season styles by RoSina Feticzgo'no Schia-tone
Valley Nino, Flotsheispoturalizer, Selby FooNvotits
Boss and TzarnAze Shdp etzzly for the best selection'
_
-

Famous-Name Foundations
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Your Individual
Horoscope
ele014

CROelite

Youthful Suicides

Frances Drake
-WEDNETAM , ORGRAIBER
curb . moodiness, hyperWhat kind of day will
sensitivity, jealousy Birthdate
tomorrow be? To find out what
of Woodrow Wilson, 28th Pres.,
the stars say, read the forecast
U.S.A.
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Break your program down to
definite
essentials
and
eliminate the unimportant. Do
not engage in unfamiliar
ventures except where "dry
runs" seem feasible.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some complications indicated
in job matters. Beware of instability, emotionalism. Consult
with others as to the best way to
get on the productive road.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)

Wait for cues before launching any project. An activityhappy person such as yourself
could get into difficult situations
if not on guard.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
You may now expect a
"different" approach from
others; also a real surprise.
Work consistently on endeavors
which net big dividends. Your
prestige increases.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23
Avoid needless anxiety and
tension. You can deal efwith
difficult
fectively
assignments by being your
inherently ingenious and farseeing self.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)

60

PRESENTED CERTIFICATE — Lillie Farris, left, was
presented a Certificate of Recognition from Kentucky
Governor Julian Carroll by Verona Grogan, right,
Director of the Murray Senior Citizens. Mrs. Farris is the
conductor of the Senior Citizens Rhythm Band and the
certificate was to recognize the band for performing at the
1977 Kentucky State Fair. Mrs. Farris is a retired first
grade teacher and is well known for her work with her
ilhythm bands with the
school children in organ
children and directing spedir music programs. She is also
known for her special performance acting as "Minnie
Pearl" of Grand Ole Opry fame.

BIG
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PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS
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much greater than in former years. If so, he wants
Tuesday, December 27
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
F. & A. M. will meet at six

to know what are the causes.
A: It is true that suicide
among younger persons is

at an all-time high.
The reasons are unclear.
For one thing, the reporting of causes of death is
more open and aboveboard
Murray TOPS (Take Off
than in earlier times. No
Pounds Sensibly) Club will doubt,
more cases now
meet at the Health Center at come to light
because the'
seven p. m.
true causes of death are
reported rather than some
other general diagnosis,
Tuesday,December 27
Lake Area Singles will meet such as an accident or
at seven p. m. at the Bank of disease.
Depression is a common
Marshall County, Benton, with
a special speaker. This group emotional -illness, and it
is open to all divorced, occurs frequently in chilwidowed, or never married dren and may go unnoticed
persons. Call 753-0499 for or judged to be minor or
inconsequential. Such
information.
depressions are usually
and often associated with
Thursday, December 29
attempts at suicide and the
Ellis Center will be open taking of life by a person.
from ten a. m. to three p. m. When suicide occurs, it
for activities by the Senior does not represent tempoCitizens. Table games will be rary insanity but a severe
depression of mood in the
at one p. m.
old or young. Depressions
*rnay be on the increase, as
well as their severity. If
WHAT WE EAT
WASHINGTON (AP) —
depression is recognized
p.m. at the lodge hall for the
purpose of the election of
officers.

Americans are eating more
meat and fewer potatoes than
they did 40 years ago, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.
Bureau data shows meat consumption has risen from 117
pounds per capita in 1935 to 186
pounds in 1970, while potato
consumption has fallen from
198 pounds per capita in 1910 to
91 pounds in 1970

and properly treated, suicide may be prevented in
most cases.
Depressions are generally regarded as arising
inside from bodily changes
endogenous) or from circumstances in one's life
situation — or outside the
hod y exogenous

remains
obscure. Our emotions go
up and down in cycles that

depressions

premature
solutions to
will not be

responsible lea
nation to try tc
the causes and
lessen them to

are usually considered normal in range, but these
cycles may become sever,
leading to highly uncom-

fortable feelings which are
abnormal and which can
trigger self-destruction.
According to some
authorities, exogenous
depressions may be more
common in young persons
because of the widespread
permissiveness in modern
society. The breakdown in
authority in homes,
schools and churches may
be related. Young persons
are prematurely exposed
to a more complicated life
before they are capable of
coping with it, such as the
problems related to the socalled sexual revolution
and teen-age pregnancies.
Much of our youthful violence and crime are signs
of maladjustment which
include hostility and
depression.
Maladjustment and a
lack of insight and selfrespect may lead to the
unfortunate use of drugs.
They may lead to habitua7
tion or addiction with all
the related stress and
depression. Death can
come from an accidental
or deliberate overdose of
the drug.
Such an upswing in

9

0

Ga-Lynn of Paris
Court Square Paris, Tn.

deaths among young persons merits the attention of
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Make your schedule a flexible
one. There are possibilities of
changes and variations in
certain situations — all
promising to be beneficial.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Be realistic now and pursue
only worthwhile goals. Take
temporary delays in stride.
Opportunity offered through
clever use of your creative
ability.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. Mi
Ingenuity and a fresh approach to certain situations
could brighten this day considerably. Soft-pedal complaints and curb your innate
aggressiveness.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Better advantages than you
may anticipate. An especially
good period for revitalizing
projects which you may have
considered dropping.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vo,) 'kkri
Don't be thrown off guard by
fancy-sounding, but possibly
misleading, propositions. Study
the overall picture. Where
there's REAL value, however,
don't hesitate.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Exercise your keen mental
faculties. Some indicated opportunities may be missed if
you are too hasty or, worse,
indifferent.
PISCES
I
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
You may run into some opposition but you need not let it
disturb your equilibrium or
your sense of humor. You
usually enjoy outwitting opposing forces.

Q: Mr. N. T. asks if it is
true that suicides among
children and teen-agers is

1=51

BETTER MAKER THREE PIECE
PANT SUITS
Beautiful,fashionable pantsuits
in
many styles & colors.
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YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant intellect and are capable of
superior achievement. Along
with this, if properly developed,
you are gifted with spiritual
qualities of the highest order.

uIl

I

You have lofty moral standards
and actually suffer when others
will not or cannot -live in accordance with your sense of
values. Try to overcome this
tendency and adopt a policy of
"live and let live." You wW be a
lot happier. Studious and
scholarly, rou would make an
outstanding educator and your
gift with words could lead to
eminent success as a writer or
lecturer. Other fields in which
you could succeed: the law,
statesmanship, science and
business management. Traits to

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Scrt.
1-6 Sun.

X ills, iv.*

COAT
'SALE

Selectfrom a huge astortment
of hooded cloth coats.

DRESSES,.ENTIRE STOCK
Winter and Holiday Dresses
.
Reg. 1999 to 3799

VACUUM CLEANER
PARTS AND SERVICE

NOW /3 to 50% OFF!

We Repair ANY Vacuum Cleaner HER Made

Great selection of colors, styles
and sizes.
Reg. 1999
899:

104100
Noomses

JEANS & POLYESTER PANTS

CLEANING
TOOLS
10%

Choose from denims or 100%

OFF

LINGERIE CLEARANCE

Famous name
Advertised
Coordinate Sportswear
Nationally

• PANTS. .
• BLAZERS .
• SHIRTS . .
• TOPS . . .
• SWEATERS
• SKIRTS . .

Nylon & Brushed Sleepwear
Reg. 599

Olympic Plata
N 12th St., Murray

to 1399
• 1•Ites awl*

159-14,36

399 to 599

II•aA•••:;e•rd

• M

Ch1,94

,
"
•CENITIA I SHOPPING CENTFR - Murra)

•

- Pmetatv t444hunif • Eaatimict Cvntuu- Bamdatewru Rood,. atutittStet&

to 19
to 2999
to 1 699
to 1 599
to 1 999
to l6

0
0
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opia In New York
re
to
be
NEW YORK—Proof that the maddening political myopia which brought
this city to its knees is still virulent can
tr found in the private comments of a
-reform Democrat generally considered
more realistic than his colleagues.
"There is no fiscal crisis," he said.
"Whatever happens, Washington will
not—cannot—let us go under. The
decision against bankruptcy was made
for all time. There will be some noise
from the Proxmires and the like, but
they will tint let us go under. We all
know that."
Just such false confidence tempted
the city council to defy Congress and
increase salaries for themselves and
other elected officials arum $20,000 a
year-to $30,000 for city councilmen, who
generally meet once a week and have
outside jobs). Nor have the outraged
screams from Sen. William Proxmire,
Senate Banking Committee chairman,
had much effect: a council majority
still seems inclined to override the
unexpected veto by lameduck Mayor
Abraham Beaine.

Opinion Paw_
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One New Yorker who understands the
mood in Washington and the rest of the
country is Sen. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan. He privately considered
chances for congressional renewal of
the Seasonal Borrowing Act—essential
to tide over the city's finances—as no
better than 50-50 before the wage increase.
Now, with the arrogant display of
self-indulgence by the city council,
chances are considerably poorer.
Liberal Sen. Edward Brooke, senior
Republican on the Banking Committee,
has very nearly closed the door against
supporting the financing legislation. If
the bill fails in a committee as liberal as
Banking, it will surely ,end up_iR
wastebasket.
The city council pay increase, while
insignificant in total dollars, confirms
widespread suspicions in Washington
that New York politics-as-usual is the
watchword at city hall. "To those
people," one high-ranking Carter administration official told us, "Proxmire's warnings are like reports from

•

HEARTANE is a service for senior
ANSWER:
The
National
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
Otganization of Older Americans
questions and solve problems—fast. If (NADA)is a new organization for older
you have a question or a problem not Americans. This group is just ending its
answered in these columns, write first year of existence. The purpose of
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West NAOA is to help aid our older
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will generations as many ways as possible.
The NADA organization offers one of
receive.a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed the most informative and entertaining
envelope. The most useful replies will newsletters available to senior citizens.
Subjects range from consumer
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have just sold my protection ideas to coverage of all
home and I am planning to move into an governmental retirement programs.
apartment. I have a lease from one They have staff to answer you question
complex but I do not understand very and aid you with problems that may
much of it. Can you give me the arise. In addition to this, there is also a
meanings of phrases in some leases? prescription drug program that offers
J.K.
substantial savings and in January they
ANSWER: To help you find out what will offer an excellent Medicare supis in many leases we have pulled out plement health insurance policy.
some of the terms and simplified them.
For a free brochure explaining
LESSEE—That's you.
NADA, write to: Headline-NADA, 114
LESSOR—That's the owner or one of E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
his employees, such as -a manager or 45381. Please enclose a long, selfrental agent.
address,stamped envelope.
DEMISED PREMISES—It sounds
HEARTLINE: My mother is 60 years
foreboding, but it's the legal jargon for old and she is a widow as my father just
the property you're renting,..
died recently. My mother's eye sight is
TERM OF THE LEASE—Just the very poor and the doctor said it will
length of time the lessee is in effect.
continue to get worse. Is it possible that
EJECTMENT—The -nice" word for she could be eligible for Supplemental
eviction.
Security Income? K.R.
NOTICE TO QUIT—This is a written
ANSWER: It is possible that your
order for you to get off tbe landlord's mother could be eligible for Supproperty.
plemental Security Income (S.S.I.).
NOTICE TO VACATE—That's your For her to be eligible her vision can be
written statement that your getting off no better than 20-20 even with glasses
.
(or she has a limited visual field of 20
the landlord's property.
ASSIGN OR SUBLET—Subletting is;Awes or less).
addition to this, your mother would
wVesiyou lease out your place for only
part of the time you've signed for (far have to meet the income and resource
instance, just ,for the summer). limitation. Applications can only be
Assigning is when you lease our your made at your local social security ofapartment for the remainder of the fice.
time your lease runs.
NOTICE OR SUBLET—Subletting is
when you lease out your place for only
part of the time you've signed for (for
instance, just for the sunimer).
Assigning is when you lease out your
apartment for the remainder of the
time your lease runs.
INDEMNIFY AND RENDER THE
LESSOR HARMLESS—This means to
mike the landlord free of any
responsiblity even to the point of your
not suing him.
ARREARS—Money not paid when
it's due,such as overdue rent.
DISTRAINT PROCEEDING (OR
PROCEED BY DISTRESS)—If you
owe the landlord money and don't pay
up, he can "proceed by distress against
you, i.e., take your personal property to
force you to pay or sell it to get his
money.
GOOD AND CHATTELS—That's
your personal property. It's usually
what the landlord will threate* to take
if you don't pay.
• REPLEVIN—That's the legaLaction
you can take to get property back that
waã 'tin-lawfully seized. Watch out
though—many leases say you agree not
to take this action.
INURE (OR ENURE)—It simply
means to "take effect." Most leases
inure when you sign them.
HEARTLINE: I am 64 years old. My
wife and I are drawing our social
security benefits. Recently my wife
was at our doctor's office and she saw a
newsletter from the National
Association of Older Americans. This is
a group that I have never heard
anything about. Can you tell me
anklhing about-this group and-mbacel,
can write to there S.F.

Today In History

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Dec. 27, the 361st
day of 1977. There are four days left in
the year.
,
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1949, Queen Jilana of
the Netherlands signed an act granting
sovereignty to Indonesia after nearly
350 years of Dutch rule.
On this date:
In 1822, the scientist known as the*
.
founder of preventive medicine, Louis
Pasteur, was born in the French city of
Dole.
In 1900, prohibitionist Carrie Nation
staged her first raid on a saloon,
smashing bottles at a bar in Wichita,
Kan.
In 1944 in World War II, an American
tank colunui smashed across the
German bulge in Belgium and relieved
U.S. troops who had been under siege at
Bastogne.
In 1945, after World War II, the
United States, Britain and the Soviet
Union announced that they would
govern Korea as joint trustees for five
years and then grant independence.
In 1966, a rally of 100,000 Red Guards
in Peking denounced China's President
Ltu Shao-chi.
In 1968, the U.S. Apollo Eight space
capsule and its three astronauts made a
safe landing in the Pacific after a flight
that took them into orbit around the
moon.
Ten years ago: Egypt said it would
clear obstructions from the southern
end of the blocked Suen,,Canaltafree
forc;ign ships trapped in the waterway.

cairo"—distant, exaggerated, not to be
taken seriously.
With Mayor-elect Edward Koch's
incoming administration confronting
wage
municipal
immediate
negotiations that will demand firmness
and courage, the city council has
started him off in an impossible
position. "How can we deny a wage
increase for a $12,000-a-year city
worker," a Koch lieutenant asked us,
"when the city councilmen want $30,000
for coming in one afternoon a week?"
Even without the burden imposed by
the city councilmen, New York's best
friends in the Carter administration
knew they would get no free ride in
Congress.vilth evep hkr.a1 lawmakerg___
on the war path. Members of the Senate
Committee—especially
Banking
Proxmire, Brooke and Sen. John Heinz
of Pennsylvania—have become experts
in the jungle of city finances. No longer
will a simple promise suffice.
Finishing 12 years as a member of
Congress, Koch knows exactly how his
city is viewed on Capitol Hill and is well
aware of the imperative to cut costs.
But events since election day tend to
somewhat deplete hopes for a new
firmness at city hall.
When Koch's aides persuaded him
not to name a first deputy mayor, that
eliminated respected lawyer-politician
Edward Costikyan—who had been
expected to be a strong force • for
economy. Herman Badillo, resigning
from Congress to become a deputy
mayor, is the city's foremost Puerto
Rican political leader. Basil Paterson is
a prominent black leader who, as
another new deputy mayor, will be
negotiating wage agreements with
some heavily black municipal unions.
The question asked by Costikyan's
friends and echoed by others is this:
who will say ."no" for Ed Koch? Certainly not Herman Badillo or Basil
Paterson. To stop his administration
from following its predecessors down
the primrose path by saying "yes" to
!will have
every request, the nay-sayer

WA Gr EARNilkS

54E4 Copley News Service
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"So long now..,and don't fall !"

Garrott's Galley

Having All The Family Home
Makes Christmas Even Brighter

What a Wonderful Christmas
weekend it was! I hope the same was
true at everyone's house.
What made it especially heartwarming and bright at our house was
having all the immediate family under
one roof at one time for a few days. This
is a rarity for us. It's a standing joke at
our place that "old dad gets a good
night's sleep only when everybody is
safely under the same roof." I'm sure
there are many who know the feeling.
First, daughter Kay drove down from
Louisville where she works with the
Xerox people, getting in about 7 p.m.
Friday. I had been expecting her
anytime after noon. Eldest son Steve
But even his supporters doubt and his Priscilla didn't make it until
the
understands
whether Koch fully
about 3 a.m. Sunday.
enormity of what has happened here: a
He has an interest in men's clothing
huge population transfer, with other store in Troy, Ala., and they didn't get
states sending in their least productive away until the store had closed, about 7
citizens as imports and New Your City p.m. Christmas Eve. After an eightsending out its most productive citizens hour drive, they were safely here. Not
as exports. The rise in many symptoms being able to sleep when any of them
of social disorganization such
are on the road at night, I, along with
illegitimacy and illiteracy i out as of Prissy the dog, were waiting up to greet
country
.
the
of
'rest
Now,
the
control.
them, but she heard them first.
says—through its representatives m
+ ++
Congress—it will no longer finance this
Naturally, our place was one of the
population transfer.
last in Murray for Santa to visit with so
But it is impossible for city hall many still awake and prowling around
politicians to grapple with such mind- at that ungodly hour in the morning, but
boggling concepts when they disregard he didn't forget us. All the Christmas
the realities of 1977 so blatantly as to miracles were there when Jeffrey and I
boost their own salaries by 67 percent. finally dragged them from their
beds
Viewing Seri Proxmire's jeremiacts as Sunday morning.
"reports from Cairo," they may soon
I learn something every Christmas,'
be sorely disappointed.
and this one was no exception.
•

Low Down
By Joe trump

FROM THE

Congressional
Record -

Law Would End
Postal Service Mess
REP. CHARLES H. WILSON (Calif.)
"...Early next year the House will
consider legislation which will to a
substantial degree determine the
direction of the U. S. Zostal Service in
the years and,indeed decades to come.
"I refer to H.R. 7700, a bill I have
sponsored with my good friend Jim
Hanley of New York, which was
favorably reported by the House Post
Office and Civil Service Committee in
October by an overwhelming 19 to 4
margin.
"This legislation would maadate that
our Nation's postal system continue in
its traditional role as a service to the
American people and not simply be run
with profit and loss charts. The bill
specifically authorizes public funding
to maintain such services as 6-day mail
delivery and rural post offices.
"H.R. 7700 would also take a number

Bible Thought
The fear of the Lord is the hegiuning
of wisdom. — Psalm 111410. ---;
A wise man would not trifle with
atomic power. God's power is infitely
greater, yet millions completely ignore
His laws and violate them every day.

Isn't It The Truth
My friend down the road, the retired
Wyoming cowboy, does not object so
much to the bureaucratic way of doing
things — slow and uninteresting. What
he does not like are the strange thought
processes of the bureaucratic mind, put
together, he opin,
ea,like the pages CiAn
old scrapbook.

By M.C. Garrott

of steps to return accountability for the
Postal Service to the Congress and
President throtigh such provisions as
direct Presidential appoffitment of the
Postmaster General, elimination of the
Board of Governors, and congressional
veto authority over proposed postal
rate increases or service cuts. A
congressional review procedure to
examine proposed major postal capital
investments is also established, and the
bill mandates additional funding for
postal research and development so
that the Postal Service wilt have the
technological know-how to cope with
our Nation's changing communications
systems..
"I think the bill meets the key areas
of concern which our colleagues in the
House have expressed in recent
years..."
+++
GRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Every major country in the world
subsidizes its postal system. Not one
expects it to be in the black. In this
country public service funding passes
almost unnoticed for the National
Parks Department, the Department of
Housing and urban Development
( HUD),etc.
The Postal Service has lost most of
tbe'parcel post business to the United
Parcel Service. As the Postal Service
continues to lose business to the private
haulers,the postal rates will increase to
cover the toss. It's evident to everyone
that the Postal Reorganization Act of
1970 is a failure. Candidate Carter was
correct when he stated," the U.S.
Postal Service is a classic illustration of
wasteful, imprudent and inefficient
management."
The. time 41$0 .
thttJ
Reorganization Act of 1970, has come.

This year, I learned that I'm not as
smart now as I was as a boy. The 900piece Erector set Santa left for Jeffrey
bore that out.
Erector sets are sort of a tradition in
our family. Some dads give their sons
shotguns, deer rifles, fishing rods and
reels in much the same tradition, but
with us, We work with Santa on the
Erector set.
I had one as a boy. Steve had one,and
still has it. And now the youngest has
one. I could rig up all sorts of things
with mine when I was a youngerster—oil rigs, cranes, merry-go-rounds,
bridges and the like—but, good friends,
take it from me, Erector sets, like the
times in which we live, have vastly
changed!
Today's sets have plans that call for
intricate, highly complicated, geared
and electrically-driven creations. To
acquaint Jeffrey with the set and how to
use it, I selected what I thought was the
most simple of the things the little book
of instructions suggested be Ing/d—a
roller coster. We started to work on it
about 10 a.m. yesterday. At 5 p.m., we
were still at it, but far from ready to
send a car over the wavey tracks.
"That's all right, dad," he sympathically said as suppertime ciune. "I
see how it's done now. I'll finish it
tomorrow." I had not pride or fight left
as they pulled me to my feet and helped
me into my favorite chair.
+++
Mancil Vinson handed me a letter the
other day from our good Rotarian
friend, Carnie Hendon, who had been
hospitalized in Dayton, Ohio, following
some rather serious surgery. Carnie is
now at the home of his son, Lt. Col.
Gene Hendon, regaining his strength
after 32 days in the hospital. If you would like to drop him a card or
a note, his address is: Mr. Carnie
Hendon, c-o Dr. Gene Hendon,7 Dupont
Way, Wright Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio, 45433. Carnie misses Murray and
all his friends here and would
especially appreciate hearing from
them.
+++
This is a sequel to the recent column
about Ray and Gail Dunn and their
family's train trip to New Orleans for a
Thanksgiving visit with relatives. It is a
beautiful example of innocence personified.
One evening after spending the day in
the French Quarter and after having
walked along Bourbon Street, sevenyear-old' Raybo, the youngest of Ray
and ,Gail's three youngsters, was
overheard describing where 104..,had
gone and what he had seen to an equally
young cousin.
"And there were all these big pictures of women without many clothes
on up on the walls in front of the
stores," he said,"and you know what?"
The cousin shook his head.
Then putting his right hand behind his
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head and his left on his hip he said,
"They had one hand on the back of their
head and the other on their hip like this,
and they were showing off their armpits!"

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Blue Ridge Manufacturing
Company, located on East Poplar
Street, employing 154 persons, will
close operations here on Jan. 2, according to company officials.
Army Privates John E. Outland and
Ray Hill both fired expert with the M-14
rifle near completion of their basic
combat training at Fort Campbell.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bessie
M. Hays, age 66, Mrs. Opal Elizabeth
Scruggs, age 65, Dr. Marion W. Page,
Curtis E. Purdom, age.85, Miss Anna
Laura Johnston, age 31, and James
Preston Brandon,age 47.
Members of the basketball team of
the New Concord Elementary School
with Bob Allen as coach are Donnie
Elliott, Bobby Causey, Sandy Forrest;
Hal Cunningham, Kent Bucy, Jimmy
Futrell, Mike Eaves, Keith Dowdy,
Steve Taylor, Frankie Brandin, Perry
Adams, Larry Thurman, David Elliott,
Ricky Scarbrough, Robert Breisford,
and Tony Raspberry.
Johnson's Grocery has Charmin
tissue advertised at four rolls for 39
cents.

•20 Years Ago
Dr. Charles L. Tuttle was elected as
Chief of Staff of the Murray Hospital
Medical Staff for the year 1958. Dr. A.
D. Butterworth as vice-president and
Dr. C. C. Lowry is secretary.
Deaths reported include Dennis
Farris, age 73.
New officers of the Murray Real
Estate Board are Hiram Tucker,
Harding Galloway, Freeman Johnson,
Temple Tatum, W. H. Brown, and J.
Equal Williams.
_
Births reported include a boy, Walter
Lane, to' Mr. and Mrs. Luther L. Dunn,
Jr., on Dec. 17; a girl, Martha Carolyn,
to Mr. and Mrs. Elbert P. Outland on
Dec. 10; a boy, Gary, to Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd McClure on Dec. 10; a boy,
Randall Howard, to Mr. and Mrs. Enos
Howard Brandon on Dec.8.
Aubrey (Red) Willoughby, Randall
Patterson, Glenn Wooden, Ivan
Johnson, Clarence Horton, Dewey
Lampkins, Jr., Harold Douglass, and
Burman Parker are new officers of
Mdfray WOW Camp 502.

30 Years Ago

At a Christmas Day fire at the
Varsity Theatre only one person was
injured due to the quick thinking and
calm action of theater employees. Mrs.
Issac Ford, cashier, received burns on
the face and hands.
Winners of the Christmas Home
Decoration Contest, sponsored by the
Retail Merchants Association and
directed by-the Murray Woman's Club
were Mrs. Eugene Tarry, R. E. Kelley,
Henry Hargis, T. Stedd, Mrs. Goldie
Orr,and R. M. Mott.
The new bridge has been built over
Rock House Creek just west of the
Elmus Trevathan home on the KirkseyAlrno Road near Flint Baptist Church.
The Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene Missionary Society met in the
home of Mrs. Wavil Walker with Mrs.
Carl Usrey, president, presiding.
Hogs sold from $29.50 to $29.75 for 180
_ to 240 pounds,
. accouling to the report
1.4°.-frOm thiSf.. Louis National Stockyards
report.
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Machines, Rejects, Bridesmaids
And Easy Riders In NFL Playoffs
By WILL GRIMSLEY
the sidlines in his pork-pie hat,
AP Special Correspondent dapper suit and tie, to Roger
Arickaa_the_127190aatiall,_ _Slitkibis.b...thelUd119djc14
season dwindles down to a general. Theirs is an excercise
precise few — the inexorable in expert execution and
machine, the perennial precision.
bridesmaids, the easy riders
A thumbnail analysis:
and the rejects.
Main liability: Possible abThat's the order in which
they square off next Sunday in sence of fire. Chief asset: Talthe semifinal matchups for the ent and organization.
The one team able to match
National Football League's
Dallas
in experience and reSuper Bowl — Dallas vs. Minnesota, and Oakland vs. Den- sourcefulness is the Minnesota
Vikings, who proved it with a
ver.
An intriguing New Year's 14-7 upset victory over the Los
Day bill of fare, indeed, fitting Angeles Rams on a drenched
subjects for Jimmy the Greek, field.
The Vikings have made the
psychologists and the millions
playoffs
in nine of the last 10
of rocking chair buffs.
The Dallas Cowboys are the years and are one step away
ice crushers in this bizarre from their fifth appearance in
scenario. Cold, seemingly the Super Bowl, which they
bereft of emotion, they take have never won. They inevitalarge hunks of opponents and bly have suffered from "big
grind _them up into small gameitis."
Now with back-up quartercubes — as in Monday's 37-7
rout of Walter Payton and the back Bob Lee filling in for the
injured Fran Tarkenton,
Chicago Bears.
They didn't emerge from a Chuck Foreman carrying the
womb, as do mere mortals. ball with his usual frenzy and
They are products of IBM. the fabled "Purple PeopleFrom austere, unsmiling Eaters" hungrier than ever,
Coadi To Landry, striding the Vikings are out to quell

charges that they are chokers.
Main liability: Big game
complex. Chief asset: Chuck
-Fireman.
The defending champion
Oakland Raiders, a wild flying
Wild-card qualifier, exemplify
the trademark code of the
American Football Conference — forget caution,
storm the bastions, Heaveo
help the hindmost.
In another era, the Raiders
would have been riverboat
gamblers and barroom brawJers.They would have worn
zoot suits with gold chains
dangling to their kneecaps.
The bearded maverick, Ken
Stabler, and sure-handed Fred
Biletnikoff can pick your
pockets and you don't feel a
their.=
It's a tough talented team
that plays and lives with wild
abandon.
Main liability: Looseness.
Chief asspt: Versatility.
Prediction: Dallas to extinguish the Vikings' new fire
and Oakland banditry to
fleece Denver's Orange. Then
Dallas wins its second Super
Bowl.

PUTS

Cauthen Rides Wiflflrs
In Four Of Seven Races
ARCADIA, Calif. (AP) —
The rain was continuous, the
track muddy, and the crowd
panicked when a gun fell from
a patron's pocket.
But Steve Cauthen, the boy
wonder from New York,
showed 42,000 California railbirds the style that made him
famous by winning four of his
seven races on opening day at
Santa Anita racetrack. He had
been scheduled to appear in
eight of the nine races on the
first day of Santa Anita's 78day season.
Cauthen
missed
the
featured
eighth
race,
however. His favored mount,
Barrera, was scratched from
the six-furlong, $40,000 Palos
Verdes Handicap. Sandy
Hawley of Canada won going
away on Impressive Luck, and

entucky Remains Atop College Poll,
0

North Carolin Takes Over Second
a

By 1)AVE KAYE
AP Sports Writer
Four of tHe top five teams in
The Associated Press Top
Twenty college basketball poll
juggled positions this week
after No. 2 Marquette lost to
Louisville.
The Warriors, last year's
national champions, were
beaten 61-60 Thursday and fell
to fifth while the next three
teams each moved up a spot.
No. 1 Kentucky remained at
the top of the heap, walloping
Iona, 104-65. The Wildcats, 8-0,
received all 45 first-place
votes cast by the nationwide
BASKETBALL
MADRID — Bob Humbles
tallied 24 points to lead
fBoru
ard.
.letey aU
mniveirs
ntie
tyrnta
o ta
i 1n1a4-1
104 victory over Sporting Club
of Montevideo, Uruguay in the
second round of a three-day,
basketball tournament.

panel of s l'
ters and _ninth-place spot by edging
broadcasters for a total of 900 Northwestern 100-95 and Iowa
points. WM to raise its record to 11-0.
North Carolina, 7-1, beat TuAlso holding its previous
lane 108-103 to edge from third position was No. 10 Syracuse,
to second with 820 points.
8-1, which was idle last week
Arkansas, 8-0, one of last
Cincinnati, 6-1, advanced
year's surprise teams, beat from 12th to No. 11; Holy
Hardin-Simmons 86-55 and Cross, 6-0, moved from No. 13
Kansas 78-72 to rise from to No. 12 and Providence, 6-0,
fourth to third with 614 points. rose from 14th to 13th.
Notre Dame, 7-1, routed St.
Maryland, 7-1, leaped from
Joseph's of Indiana 108-72 and 20th to No. 14.
totaled 560 points to move up
Indiana, 6-1 and unranked g
from No. 5. Marquette, now 5- week ago, reached No. 15 this
1, collected 519 points.
week thanks in part to its 6-57
Indiana State, 7-0, did not victory over Alabama.
play during the holiday week
Rounding out the Top 20
and remained sixth.
were Virginia, 5-0; Kansas, 7Louisville, 6-1, moved from 2; previously unranked
eighth to seventh through its Florida State; 8411, -sag
victory over Marquette and a Francisco,6-3 and Detroit,6-1.
69-63 triumph over Dayton.
San Francisto lost twice and
UCLA, 8-1, defeated San plummeted from 11th while
Jose State 109-69 and New Detroit fell from No. 15.
Mexico State 86-67 but
Falling out of this week's
dropped one notch from Top 20 were Alabama, 18th a
seventh-, while unbeaten week ago, and-Utah, at No. /7
Nevada-Las Vegas held its- last week.

Marquette Adapts Well
To Colonels' Running

(
MU RRA4LEDGER &TIMES)

By The Associated PressThe Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points
basedon20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-65-4-3-2-1:
8-0900
1.Kentucky I 45)
2.N Carolina
7-1 820
3.Arkansas
8-0 614
4.Notre Dame
7-1 560
5.Marquette
5-1 519
6.Indiana St
7-0 455
7.Louisville
6-1 449
8.UCLA
8-1 399
9.Nev-L V
11-0 279
8-1 220
10.Syracuse
11 Cincinnati
6-1 213
12.Holy Cross
60146
12 Providence
14.Maryland
7-1 60
6-1 56
15.Indiana
16.Virginia
- 5-0 49
17.Kansas
7-2 38
18.Florida St
8-0 37
I9.San Francisco
6-3 31
6-1 28
20.Detroit

Maheras, ridden by Lafitt
Pincay, was second.
Nearly 70 yards from the
finish, Impressive Luck was
far out in front, where he
stayed. Afterwards, Hawley
described the experience of
riding a horse in muddy
going: "You have to keep
after the horses all the way.
Your whip gets heavy from
the wet, yourriothes get damp
and you feel real heavy. We
wear three or four pair of
goggles, sometimes five or
six. Whenever a pair gets
muddy we just pull it down
and use the next pair."
A scuffle on a stairwell and
resultant body-trampling
panic by the crowd occurred
just before the feature race
when a gun fell from the
pocket of one of the combattants.
Frightened aiding- fans
screamed and shoved toward
the doorways, trampling slowmovers. At least 20 people
were injured and treated at
the track's first aid station.
Those with more serious injuries were taken to Arcadia
Methodist -and Santa Teresita
Hospitals.
Arcadia police booked Gerardo Byrne on suspicion of
assault with a deadly weapon.
Schedule Game
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
Butler will replace Evansville
for a March 2 basketball game
with the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee here.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Athletic Director Jim Harding
confirmed Monday that the
change had been made.
Evansville officials canceled
the remainder of their
schedule after their entire
basketball squad was killed in
a recent plane crash.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
jump shots by guard Gary
AP Sports Writer
Rosenberger.
It
playground
was
But Eastern Kentucky then
basketball at its best — but it
scored nine straight points,
was the worst kind of
including five by Kan Elliott,
basketball as far as Hank
to make it 35-25 with 3:43 left
Raymonds was concerned.
in the half. Marquette
You can't afford to play
responded with a 10-3 spree,
that kind of a game against
"'including five points by Lee,
anybody," said the Marquette
that made it 45-28 at the half,
coach.
and the Warriors maintained
Fortunately for the nation's
the lead throughout the second
fifth-ranked
team, the
half.
Warriors could play a wild,
Texas survived a late Army
one-on-one style instead of the
comeback and beat the Cadets
classic team concept and still
with John Moore and Tyrone
get away with a 17-point
Victory in the Mllwiriikee
Players Of Year
Classic Monday night.
"I don't like that kind of
basketball," said Raymonds
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The
Walter
after the 90-73 victory over Chicago Bears
Eastern Kentucky. "It's my Payton, who compiled the
job to put a stop to it."
league's third-high rushing
Marquette will have to be total, and the Denver Broncos'
more disciplined tonight in the Craig Morton, a comeback
title game against Texas,a 74- quarterback, have been
73 winner over Army in the named National Football
other opening-round game.
League players of the year by
"I saw the first half of their the Sporting News, a weekly
game," said Raymonds. publication.
"Texas plays match-up
Payton was the neardefense. They move the ball unanimous selection in the
very well. This is a good National Conference on the
basketball team.
basis of his 1,852 rushing
"We're going to have to yards, a figure outranked only
control the tempo. And we've by 0. J. Simpson and Jim
got to get the ball inside. We Brown in NFL annuals.
simply have to get the ball
Morton, 35, was considered
inside."
the catalyst for the Broncos
In other tournament action . during their 12-2 season and
Monday night, the University outpolled Bob Griese of the
of Detroit and Eastern Miami Dolphins for top honors
Michigan advanced to the in the American comference. finals of the Motor City Classic
er outDenver's Red
in Detroit. The host Titans, polled Don Shula of
'for
ranked 20th in the country, the Sporting News'- oàchof
whipped Harvard 77-69 and the Year salute in ballothog
Eastern Michigan defeated conducted by the newspaper.
Long Island UniVersity 81-70. .
Marquette was led by Butch
FOOTBALL
•
Lee's 25 points and 'Jerome
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. —
Whitehead's 21. The Warriors
charged ahead by outscoring Nine University of Arkansas
Eastern Kentucky 17-2 in a football players decided to
four-minute stretch midway rescind their decision to
through the first half to lead boycott the Orange Bowl
35-16 with 6:27 remaining because of a disagreement
before intermission. Six of the over Coach Lou Holtz'
last eight points during the suspension -al—three other
Warrior spurt came on long players for the bowl game.

AN
Suits & Sport Coats
Pants

All Seasonable
Shoes

_ Sires 36 flint 48, Reg & long

1/3 Off
1/2 hi..
1/2-PricJA.

Purses
u

Sim 29 en SI waist11-/2

ladies

Men's
igs)

Spot! Ns

—Jewelry

& Pri"

All Men's Winter

Work Jackets
Quality Brand
Names

20% Off

AN Nell

Toi-Oulurban Coats

in

---"Aff lathes

Dresses,
Pant Suits, Jumpsuits

20% on Winter Coats
1T1
Sale $299 Sweaters

Reg 499

Att Ladies

One Group

Men't*Women's
Children's

Robes

Men's Suits

and

One Rack

Ladies Dresses
Pant Suits

Odd Sites-Broken lots

%ad!

Pants
Reg S1499

$(199
Sale

$500

• values to ¶4000 Sale $750

One Rack Girls

Tops, Gaucho Sets
Gauchos

Men .
s

Men's Western
Perma

Values to 539 99 Sale

One Rack ladies

Sport Coats
5oo,
Sites SM thro X large

$K99

Sale

Sizes thru IR

One Group Men's

Sweaters

Reg 5999

Ladies Slacks ,

Sale10°0

Shoes It
toots

20% of
One Table

Odd Sites-Broken lots
values to 175.00

Court Square

1/3
1/2 Price

ladies

Shirts

— No Refunds or Exchanges on Sale Shoes —

1/39if

All ladies

Men's Crew Neck

Sale Starts
Wednesday, Dec. 28

I

All ladies

Men's Dress

$100

PROJECT
- INDEPENDENCE
—Wkat is Project
Independence?
Project Independence is a demonstration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase.
It
is
designed to help older
persons remain in
their own homes as an
alternative to entering
institutional facilities.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
other source.
If
you
have
questions
about
Project Independence
call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.

AFTERii
91141131STMASED

The Sale That You
Have-13een Waiting-

Buy One Pair at
Regular Price
...Get The Second
Pair For Only

Branyial hitting key free
throws in the closing seconds.
The Longhorns won their
eighth straight game after an
opening season loss.
Terry Duerod had 20 points
to help Detroit come from
behinds to beat Harvard.
Harvard was ahead the entire
first half, leading 40-26 at the
buzzer. But Duerod had eight
points in four minutes at the
beginning of the second half to
put the Titans in a tie at 46
iiith 15 minutes to go. The
score changed hands until the
final eight minutes _ when
Detroit went ahead to stay.
In the earlier game,Eastern
Michigan's Bill Weaver had 16
points to lead the Hurons to
victory.
Elsewhere, Joe Calvin
scored 21 points as Illinois
State defeated Kent State 7971.

1/2 Price

Sues 7 141/2

Price

One Rack Girls Winter

C

1/3 on

oats Rain Coats & light Weight Jackets

One Rack ladies Values to ¶1199

One Table Sites ill

Blouses sale $300 Girls Jeans 1/2 Price
One Table ladies & Children's

One Table ladies & Children's

Dress Shoes 1/2 Price J Shoes sr

All Sales Final—No Exchanges—No Nefonds—No alterations On Sale Merchandise!
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Vikings Upset Rams In
Mud Bowl, Bear
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Sports Editor

Predictions for Season 78-22
•
When you have eight teams with a combined record of 4517, you know you are going to be in store for an interesting
basketball tournament. Such is the case as the Paducah
Tilghman Christmas Tournament is set to begin Wednesday.
For the first time in three years, a local team will be
playing. Murray High,after being snubbed the two previous
years, has finally been invited back to Tilghman. However,
they have no easy task as they must open the tourney with a
noon game Wednesday against Huntsville Butler.
For the season, the OVC record for predicting games is
35-9 while the high school mark is at a good 43-13 record.
The combined total is 78-22 for a .780 pace.
Here's a look at each of Wednesday's games in the Tilghman tourney:
.k.
MURRAY vs. Butler by three — %thy not? I've missed
just about every prediction on the Tigers this season.
Butler comes into the game with a 5-5 record while
Murray High is 5-2. The Tigers have lost to Paducah Tilghman and Todd Central. Butler is a rather inexperienced
team with a lot of juniors on the roster anclithey_do not have
that much size, though they are supposed to
ery quick
club.

Tournament predictions now:
NEW ORLEANS vs. Murray Stale by 23 — It could be
worse. The press in Evansville had some interesting things
to say about Murray State and I intended to bring back a
paper but forgot.
The Racers,at present, probably would have trouble with
Paducah Community College and might be more at home in
the Tilghman Christmas Tournament. It's highly likely the
Racers will return home 3-9 after two losses at Evansville
and two on the read against East Tennessee and Tennessee
Tech.
One interesting note we do remember from the Evansville paper: It said in Sunday's issue that no decision on
Murray's three suspended players would be made until they
returned to Murray January 11.
It seems as if lie were told the decision had been made a
week ago Saturday.Somewhere,someone is wrong.
Regardless, if Murray loses Thursday against New
Orleans, they will then play the loser of the SIU-Mercer
game, which probably will be Mercer, since the Salukis
have played in Roberts Stadium jaefore.
SIU is only 2-5. Mercer has beaten Tennessee Tech by 10
as we may have some kind of indication how the Racers will
do in league play if they meet Mercer Friday night. The
prediction for Friday: if Murray plays SIU, the Racers will
lose by around 15. If they play Mercer, they'll lose by
around 10.

The Rebels were the pre-season pia ln Hun
e but
thus far have split in city play. Last Friday, they wre down
by 16 points but roared back only to miss a last-second shot
and lose 61-60 to Glenn High School of Birmingham in the
title game of the Huntsville Invitational.
Butler starts 6-4 David Proffit at center with the forwards
being 6-2 Frank Smith and 6-1 Robert Taylor while the
guards are 6-1 Jimmy Key and 5-11 Johnny Johnson.
The first man off the eriel.is 6-1 forward Darrell Wilson.
Butler does not have a great deal of depth,something which_
Murray High has been blessed with this season.
MArray has not played since they won the Calloway
ChrUtnas Tournament December 17 with a 55-45 win over
Hickman County. However, the Tigers have practiced
through the holidays and should be ready to go Wednesday.
The Tigers have played on the Tilghman floor in the
season opener and that's one advantage. Butler will be
making a long trip today and might find themselves with
the morning blahs Wednesday, the second advantage for
Murray.
MAYFIELD vs. Symsonia by 14— In an earlier meeting,
otir
the Cardinals waltzed over the Rough Riders. It could be
closer this time around since Symsonia is always a better
team in tournaments.
Mayfield is 5-1, having lost to Tilghman at Maylield.
Symsonia is 5-5 and that, along with Butler's 5-5 mark,is the
worst record in the tourney. The game will begin at 2 p.m.
Marshall County vs. ST. MARY by five — Marshall
County comes into the 7 p.m. game with a 5-1 record while
the Vikings, the surprise team in the First Region,are 6-1.
St. Mary likes to run, Marshall County mull run that well.
It should be a very physical game and it should be close all
the way but I'll take the Vikings.
Lone Oak at TILGHMAN by three — Okay,call me crazy.
Last week, Lone Oak murdered Tilg_hrnan_17-511_at Lone
Oak. But I know Berny Miller and he won't let things get out
of hand again.
Lone Oak is 9-0 while Tilghman, having lost twli'straight,
is 5-2. Lone Oak is big, quick, physical and everything else
that can be used to describe an outstanding club.
But, can they win at Tilghman? I don't think so. And
Tilghman is certainly going to be remembering that 87-62
game across town. We'll have the predictions on the
semifinals as they unfold.
As far as college ball goes, we'll give you both Evansville

le

figuratively,
for
the
gained 1,008 yards in his initial
irrepressible Cowboys.
„NFL season.
Quarterback
Roger
In the Bears locker room,
Staubach had them riding Payton was still shaking otil ••
high with a 17-0 halftime lead cobwebs after being gangand the Cowboys breezed tackled by three or four
through their Ilth playoff Cowboys on almost every
game in a dozen years. Rookie down.
Tony Dorsett sprinted 22 and 7
"I got hit in the head and I
yards for touchdowns and just
don't
remember
outgained Chicago all-pro anything," said Payton to
Walter Payton,85 to 60 yards.
newsmen. "I feel real bad. I
wish you fellows would give
"We have got the game
me a break. Maybe then I
breaker we have needed,"
said Staubach about Dorsett, could get dressed."
the much-heralded
Linebacker Doug Buffcine
Allappeared to reflect the
American from Pittburgh who
generally helpless feeling in
the Chicago.c.lr_essing
„
"With Dorsett around you
can't concentrate on any one
thing," he said. "They come
at you from every direction."

lull& Edge Hawksfor
Second Successive Game

Maple Leafs Lose Again
In Toronto To Penguins
TORONTO(AP) — There's
something about Maple.Leaf
Gardens that brings out the
best in the Pittsburgh Penguins.
The Penguins, making their
first regular-season visit to
Toronto this season, trailed 3-0
before the National Hockey
League game was nine
minutes old Monday night but
rallied to defeat the Maple
Leafs, 5-4,
A power play goal lky Greg
Malone at 13:45 of the first period got the Penguins started.
Pittsburgh went on to record
the triumph that gave them a
lifetime regular-season record
of nine victories, 12 defeats
and seven ties agEnst the
Maple Leafs on Toronto ice.
Meanwhile, in NHL exhibitions, the New -York- Rangers
tied Kladno 4-4 in the first appearance by a team from
Czechoslovakia at Madison
Square Garden. The Philadelphia Flyers defeated the
Czechs' Pardubice team 6-1 in
the other exhibition contest.
The Penguins gained a
measure of revenge for a 6-2
setback the Leafs administered in Pittsburgh last
Friday.'
Pittsburgh, 2-10-5 on the
road before Monday's game,
was tied 44.with the Leafs late
in the contest.
However, right wing Blair
Chapman intercepted a clearing pass by Toronto defense-

By The Associated Press
Angeles Coach Chuck Knox
Most everybody talked said, "We had a couple of
about the weather in Los opportunities in the first half
Angeles, but the Minnesota and we couldn't get in and that
Vikings did something about hurt us. The field conditions
it.
were terrible for both teams.
Faced with surprising It was a quagmire, but a
swamp-like conditions in the quagmire for both teams."
ever-dry Southern California
The conversation in the
city, the Vikings adjusted to Minnesota locker room, quite
the new scenery and came naturally, also turned to the
away with a 14-7 victory over deplorable weather and field
the Los Angeles Rams conditions.
Monday that was even more
While bad weather plagued
shocking than the weather.
the Minnesota-Los Angeles
-We knew it was tough -to game, the sun was shining in
hold onto the ball, so we just Dallas,
literally
and
tried to hold on, get what we
could and go down and score.
It Was .no day for herorea,".
said Chuck Foreman after the
victory sent the Vikings into
next Sunday's National
Conference playoff game
against the Dallas Cowboys.
By The Associated Press
The Cowboys did not surThe Atlanta Hawks must be
prise anyone in the other NFC sick of seeing the Washington
playoff game
Monday, Bullets ... and equally sick
bumping Chicago's wild-card losing to them.
Bears out of the playoff picThe Hawks played . the
ture with a clinical, 37-7 Bullets two consecutive nights
decision.
in a home-and-home series
The Minnesota-Dallas game and both times lost to them by
will be one half of a cham- indentical margins — the last
pionship doubleheader next one a 113-106 decision Monday
weekend. The Denver Broncos night.
will play the Oakland Raiders _ _"It's hard to win after you
for the American Conference - love beaten the same team
championship and the right to the previous night," said
meet the winner of the Washington Coach Dick
Vikings-Cowboys game in the Motta. "Traditionally, teams
Super Bowl on Jan. 14 in New split when they play on conOrleans.
secutive nights.
The Broncos earned a berth
"But the fact that we won
in the AFC title game with a two4sights in a row by seven
34-21 victory over the Pitt- poiats does not mean that we
sburgh Steelers Saturday, and are seven points better than
Oakland edged the Baltimore they are. It just worked out
Colts 37-31 in a double- that way."
overtime thriller. Atlanta Coach Hubie Brown
Minneicita, a 9172-point felt a bit chagrined, especially
underdog to Los Angeles, with the home-court loss.
forged a 14-0 lead behind the
"Well," he said, "that's two
passing of Bob Lee and the tough losses for us. It's the
running of Foreman, then first time in a while we've
withstood some late heroics by been under .500. We are 9-5 at
the Rams, who scored their home now. But I guess we
touchdown and had another have to be objective. It's been
shot at a score, all in the last two sevenpoint losses to a
minute.
heck of a good team."
The Rams, who had beaten
The Bullets won aft first
the Vikings 35-3 earlier in the game 100-93 Sunday night.
year on a sunnier field in the
In Monday night's other
Los Angeles Coliseum, NBA games, the Detroit
couldn't excuat._ themaglits_ _ „Pistons defeated the Boston
this time because, as Los Celtics 122-100; the Houston

man Borje Salming and fired
a shot past goalie Mike Palmateer at 19:28.
Chaprnan's ninth goal of the
season came 22 seconds after
Lanny McDonald's second
goal of the game and 20th of
the season had given the
Maple. Leafs a 4-4,1ie.
Rangers 4, Kladno 4
Defenseman Dave Maloney
scored with 15 seconds
remaining, capping New
York's threegoal third-period
rally and giving the Rangers a
tie with the Kladno team In the
Czechoslovakian team's touropening game.
Flyers 6, Pardubice 1
Mel Bridgman and Reggie
Lea0h scored second-period
goals 53 seconds apart to
carry the Flyers past Pardularee in the opening game of that Czech team's NHL tour.

Rockets tripped the Kansas
City Kings 113-99 and the
Denver Nuggets whipped the
PhoenixSuns 127-108.
-0Larry Wright scored 10 of
--his 17 points in the fine period
to spur Washington over
Atlanta. Atlanta scored 30
points in the last period —
including 14 by Steve Hawes —
but the Bullets held on to their
nearly gamelong lead with the
help of Wright's burst at the
end.
Pistons 122, Celtics 100
Eric Money's 23 points led
Detroit over Boston. Money's
nine points in the third helped
the Pistons to a 100-68 margin
at the end of the quarter. The
Celts, who have now lost six
straight and 11 straight games
on the road, were led by former Piston Dave Bing with 19
points.

The Captain's
ValuePack
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Captain D's_
Good Now Nov len. 1

12th & Olive
751-9383
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We Have a Fine Selection
of" -Fib& Stittpie Sofa,
.Chairs, Recliness, Beds,
Bedspreads, Area Rugs,
• Mirrors--&- Pictures to be
Sold ot Discaunts of 20%
to 50% THIS WEEK ONLY,!

•
•

Reg:304.95

SALE 1149

TUXEDO SOFA

41,'0.44,1!1'
1
You get12pieces of fish,
8Southern style
hush puppies,a pint of
creamy cole slaw,and
plenty of golden
brown ftench fries.

Magic Tri
Bawling!mom
Teem
W
Lirrintson-Hunt
41
_....
Beatify Box
Wri
Murray Insurance
34
Thurman Furnitire.. .
33
Dixieland Center
t . 31'4
Peoples Bank
31
Paradise Kennels
rs
Hawaiian Tropic
25
Bank of Murray
39
Personality Beauty Shop
25
Hose's
22
Jerry's Restaurant
• 21
High Team Game(SC)
Beauty Box
Thurman Furniture
Beauty Box
High Team Game(HC)
Thurman Furniture
Thurman Furniture
Dennison-Hunt
High Team Series(SC)
Beauty Box
Thurman Furniture
Diieeland Center
High Team Series(BC)
Thurman Furhitute
Beauty Box
Dixieland Center
.
High Ind.Game(SC)
....Kay Walrath
Mary Harris
Sandra Rice
High bd.Game(BC)
Kay Walrath
Mary Harris
Gladys Etherton '
High Ind.Soria(SC)
Mary Harris
Sondra Rice
Marge Hinman
High Ind.Series(HC) '
Gladys Elberton
Mary Harris
Kay Wairath
High Averages
NZrtrnan
Mee
MIldredlindepe_
Ethelene McCallon
Zandra Bailey
Betty Parrish
,
Pat Willett
Debbie Hopper .

Rockets 113, Kings 99
Calvin Murphy and Moses
Malone pumped in 22 points
each to spark Houston over
Kansas City. Murphy scored
20 of his points in the first half
as the Rockets took an early
lead and were never headed.
Nuglets 12'7, Suns 108
David Thompson and Dan
Issel each tallied 24 points,
leading six Denver players in
double figures as the Nuggets
defeated Phoenix. The Suns
were lecli2Y Willer Davis' 23
toniryttarro
points.
Jeanette Williams

Pro Cage Standings
By The Associated Press
NationalBasketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divison
W L Pct. GB
20 11 .645
Phila
N York
17 15 .531 31
/
2
Buffalo
13 17 .433 61
/
2
Boston
10 22 .313 101
/
2
N Jrsy
8 25 .242 13
Central Division
Wash
19 12 .613 •„-Cleve
18 12 .600 /
1
2
S Anton
18 15 .545 2
— Atlanta
16 17 .485
N Orins
13 19 .406 9%
Houstn
12 19 .387 - 7 WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver
19 13 .594
18 13 .581
Chcgo
Milw
19 16 .543 11
/
2
Detroit
14 17 .452 41
/
2
Ind
12 16 .429 5
K.C.
13 19 .406 6
Pacific Division
Port
25 4 .862 —
19 12 .613 7
Phnix
Gldn St
15 17 .469 111
/
2
Seattle
16 19 .457 12
L.A.
14 18 .438 121
/
2
Monday's Results
Washington 113, Atlanta 106
Houston 113, Kansas City 99
Detroit 122 Boston 100
Denver 127, Phoenix 108
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee at Buffalo
New Orleans at Cleveland
Indiana at San Antonio
Portland at Chicago
Seattle at Phoenix
Los Angeles at Golden State
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at Philadelphia
Indiana at Atlanta
Buffalo at Washington
Pottland at Detroit
Seattle at Phoenix

Bowling
Standings

STOREVADE
SAVINGS...

4
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Quilted Bedspread

•

•

NITEO BONE Ft R•i•IIINGS

asp
,
Ar"

Restocrat Recliners

A

Res. 1299

SALE

1/
4/1.5,NO.SECOND tin:0T...PADUCAH
PHONE 4424979
ETMAN

•

ALLEN FURNITLAE

••.

convenient cretin terms...
h4c,De1ivery Service...

9.79

Open E%ery Friday
tOng til 8!
"nrik
*

•

.111-••

'
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After Blood Treatment

Woman Shows Signs Of Regainipg Consciousness
• TOKYO (API — Harriet told The Associated Press in a
Rosenberg, a 34-year-old ----ttieptione-intaryriew.
mother of two from East
Doctors also told him his
-Monree;44411;-selisha5 beeent--wite-nepirtitratsa coma for almost a year, right eyelids to an equal
shows "small, first signs' she degree and that she can
might regain consciousness swallow saliva, although
through a new blood cir- unconsciously. Rosenberg
culating therapy started last said. She could do neither
week,her husband said today. before the therapy, he added.
"Doctors told me there have a -Doctors said the bloodbeen small improvements, circulating therapy is a stepFirst, her finger muscles soft- by-step procedure, especially
ened. Now you can bend her to a patient of her age. And I
fingers which we couldn't do don't expect an overnight
before," Ted Rosenberg, 38, miracle. But let me say

Christmas Humbug

doctors
s Rseabe
and I are cautiously is repeated 30 to 40 times in a
optimistic," Rosenberg said. single treatment and repeated
Mrs.
_underweat.,...afte.t-tanaaaealLiatarnala..lha
the first of a series of "auto- chemical is added to dilate the
genous
blood
pumping constricted arteries suffered
therapy" sessions at the lwate be persons in a coma. The
Medical College in northern resulting dilation of the arJapan on Dec. 22. The teries helps the patient to
treatment calls for pumping receive an adequate flow of
20 cubic centimeters of blood throughout the body,
patient's blood into an as- including the brain.
pirator — a partial vacuum
The treatment has been
chamber — where a chemical effective more than 50 percent
is added and the blood then of the time, including the case
pumped back into the artery. of an 11-year-old girl, Sachiko
The 20-cc pumping process Iwadate, who regained consciousness after a three-year
coma and now is back in
school, Dr. Haruyoki Kanaya
of the college reported earlier.
Mrs. Rosenberg is the 50th
patient to undergo the treatment, hospital officials said.
Mrs. Rosenberg sufferedChristmas rush and just keep
brain
damage
in
an
the unwanted gift, passing it
in
along to someone else next automobile collision
January while she was taking
year.
Don't do it, unless it's a her 5-year-old son, Barry, to
present that you would have nursery school. She has been
liked to keep yourself but al- in a coma ever since, although
she started to blink her eyelids
ready
have
something
in
March, Rosenberg said.
similar, or it's the wrong size
After about one month of oband you know someone else
servation, the second series of
who would love it.
treatment for Mrs. Rosenberg
Otherwise, give the gift to a
will start on Jan. 26. Her huslocal charity.
band is the consumer relations

Rulet For Returning Gifts .
ORANGE BOWL DONATION—Sirloin Stockade recently gave Murray High Band $304 to
be used on the band's trip to the Orange Bowl this week. Shown here accepting the check
from Sirloin Stockade manager Ray Hammond (right) is band director Joe Sill. The
restaurant collected $204 during a recent fund drive and matched that with $100. Hammond
said the restaurant is seeking to establish a trend of every Christmas giving money to
promote community events.

Johnny and Hayden
Rickman
have

Sold
The College Shop
The College Shop will close December 30,
1977 at 5:00 p.m. and re-open Tuesday.
Jan. 2, 1978 under new ownership and
management.

Fantastic Storewide Savings!

I

Off Everything

One Group Boys & Girls

Sport Shirts $qoo
1 jeans
la each

Come Ead y
For

Best' Selection, I
I
1
i

Sorry But No Exchanges. No Refunds and No Charges

Olailege „Shop
214 N.15th

Murro,

753-3242.

PRE SEASON

FARM CHEMICAL SPECIALS
PRICES BELOW GOOD THROUGH DEC. 31, 1977
Your Chemical Headquarters

_

TREFLAN
5 GAL PAIL (PIER t'21.71) 6108.95
LASSO
5 GAL PAIL (PER GAL •12.1111)-64.00
AATREX 4 L
PER GAL
9.60
ATRAZINE
PER LB.
1.65
BASAGRAN
PER GAL
49.65
FURADAN
PER LB.
.55
FURADAN LIQUID
.P1E5R.7G5:11.
25.85
5 GAL PAIL (PER GAL
ERADICANE
78.75
SUTAN PLUS
5 GAL PAIL (PER GAL '141.65)
63.25
TOLBAN
5 GAL PAIL
107.65
SURFLAN
PER Li.
4.80
SENCOR
PER LB.
5.99
SENCOR 4L
PER GAL
48.99
ROUND UP
PER GAL
45:75
PARAGUAT
PER GAL
28.99
LOROX
PER LI.
3.16•••••••••••101••••

HOMESTEAD
REELFOOT AVE.
PRICES G

•

PH. $115-5251

about it, from a legal. point of
view.
Many stores post signs stating policy on refunds or exchanges. Or you can ask the
clerk or store manager.
It helps to keep receipts
when you purchase a gift for.
yourself or for someone else.
Even though you think
you've gotten just the right
thing,the person you're giving
it to may already have one-Tor
it may be the wrong size.
You don't always need a
receipt if the store can identify
the merchandise, but it helps
to have one if there's any
question about where the gift
came from.
There are always those situations in which someone gives
yOU a present purchased at
one store, but wrapped in
another store's box.
In such a case, some stores
won't give you a cash refund,
but will give you a credit slip
toward the returned merchandise.
The temptation may be
strong to avoid the post-

At last
cOpies with a
difference
you can see

Copies from our new,
kw-cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
rich. black Solids are
completely fitted Some say
they look as if they're been
printed See for yourself, no
obligation Call us

131 1.

116 NORTH 7TH
HAYFIELD
247-5912

SemiAnnual

USSR Believed To
Have NewMissile

Through Friday, Dec. 30

40% to 50%

FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) —
Tis the season for humbug.
Christmas is over. For
many, the joy of holiday
giving has turned into the
chore of holiday giftreturning.
If you're thinking of returning a present, do it quickly.
Some stores limit the period of
time in which they will accept
back merchandise.
Some _stores may refuse to
exchange an item or to refund
the purchase price.
Most stores won't accept
back an item purchased on
sale.
There is no law in Kentucky
that requires a store to refund
or to exchange merchandise,
even if the item has not been
opened or used, according to
the Kentucky attorney general's office.
Most stores accept returned
items merely to maintain customer good will.
However, if the established
policy of the store is not to allow refunds or exchanges,
there's nothing you can do

manager of an Ameni an subsidiary of a Japanese camera
manufacturer, iviaLia,,lagki I •
defray the costs of treatment.

UNION CITY
THROUGH DEC. 31,1977

WASHINGTON ( API
After months of uncertainty,
U.S. officials now believe that
Russia has started deploying a
new mobile land-based missile
- with potential to flit the United
ates.
In its present form, the Soviet SS-20 missile's estimated
3,000-mile range limits it to
targets in Western Europe,
China and the Middle East.
But U.S. specialists say its
range can be extended easily
to 5,500 nautical miles by
, adding a third rocket stage to
the present two stages.
That would make it similar
to the SS-16 intercontinental
ballistic missile and put the
United States within its range.
U.S. military officials are
concerned the conversion
could tip the nuclear balance
against the _ United States
quickly in a tithe of diplomatic
crisis, especially since mobile
missile bases would be hard to
find and knock out.
Pentagon officials warned
earlier about the potential for
conversion of the SS-20, but
noted then that the missile had
not been deployed.
The months of uncertainty
and conflicting reports on de-- - ployment apparently stemmed from difficulty in locating
and identifying the SS-20's
movable launch equipment at
combatready positions inside
--- the Soviet Union.
However, U.S. military intelligence analysts now say
the SS-20 is deployed in
eastern Russia.
That suggests the first combat-ready SS-20s, which can
carry three nuclear warheads
each, are aimed at targets in
China, with which Russia has
been feuding for years.
Intelligence analysts also
believe preparations are
under way to deploy mobile
missiles in western and
central Russia. From western
Russia, SS-20s could blanket
Western turope. From
central Russia, the missiles

could strike targets in the
Middle East.
With their 3,000-mile range,
the SS-20s are unlikely to be
subject to limitations on
strategic nuclear weapons
now being negotiated by
Soviet and U.S. diplomats.
That is because, although
they could be converted to
long range missiles, SS-20s as
now deployed do not have long
enough range to strike the
United States from Russian
soil.
Also, the Russians have
shown no interest in President
Carter's bid for a mutual ban
on mobile strategic missiles.
The United States is developing a possible huge new intercontinental range missile
which could be deployed in underground movable launch
pads, but the Carter administration has delayed full-scale
development work.

One Group

Roblee,Pedwin, Dexter

$1990

Values to $32.00 Now

One Group Florsheim

Oneexier
Values To $58

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Thneaby I. M.Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows,
Industrial Av.

-2.77
• Airco
33'. unc
Air Products .., . .
26% unc
American Motors
3% tine'
Ashland Oil .
30% -11,
AT&T
60% unc
Ford Motor Co.
45%
Gen. Dynamics
45% unc
General Motors
General Tire
22% -14
Goodrich
21 -%
Golf Oil
IBM.
•
/
4
7f0 -1
Pennwalt
371,
Quaker Oats
22% -4-14
Tappan
7% -4
Western Union
174 -14
Zenith Radio
14".
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp of
Mtrray, are as follows:
2514.
Heublein Inc
5,3/4
McDonalds Corp
Systems
15% -v.
Ponderosa
A%
Bimberly Clark
404 -46
Union Carbide - --r—,••
+%
10%
Grace
W.R.
........... 27% unc
.
Texaco
45% -%
General Elec.
10% -%
GAF Corp
27% tine
Georgia Pacific
26%
Pfizer.'
30 Ai,
Jkii Walters
24/
1
4 unc
Kirart
..*
40v.
unc
Disney
Franklin Mint

See Marione Major

T,ov., Consultant

ma LAMS rRAVEL AGENC1

TOURS, CRUISES, HMIs MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
letimignai
No Charge by us.
Price 50Me us direct.
For Information and
Travel literature coil
I

753-GOGO (4646)
White Nese Offke
711 Melo Ensfn

Now$289° and $3490

,
40111

an%

For The Ladies

Values to $30.00$12
90 t

$
1890

One Group

Aigner
V floes to 540.00

All Ladies

Boots

20% to 30%
All Handbags

1/3 0

(Fscept Aigner)

One Group Children's

Buster Brown

(Values to 522)$
9
9° to $•
"
12

^
'
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School Official Spends Hours In Predawn Dark
subiera
,ent.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Transportation, is one of the
something I'd be doing."
With a severe winter possible men who decides whether
Frazier and his assistant,
in Kentucky and schools to re- schools will be closed because Robert
Taylor, arise each
open after the holidays, Paul of hazardous roads,
morning to see whether snow
Frazier figures to spend many
"I'm not overly fond of get- has fallen during the right.
hours in the predawn ting up at four in the morning, "If
things are clear and
els. knees.
--but
istit• zr blindfold-01r /1117147(0eu dung the ruglir
Frazier, head of the Fayette me when I took the job," he and nothing
is forecast, we'll
County schools Division of said. "I knew it was go back to bed,"
Frazier said.

INV

3

"But, if something has fallen,
Mr. Taylor and I will take a
short ride in our cars around
our areas just to see what is
really out there."
atcr food mations are
checked, the men male
recommendations to Dr. Guy
S. Potts, school superin-

Some WantTo Replace Usual Poison Symbol
CHICAGO (AP) — A child
who sees a skull and crossbones on a container of poison
may think pirate food is inside, say researchers who
want to replace the traditional
warning symbol with "Mr.
Yuk."
Mr. ikuk has a scowling
green face, with his eyes
scrunched closed and his
tongue sticking out. He was
born in 1971 in Pittsburgh,
whae pirate symbols are
associated with the city's

Many of these deaths could
professional baseball team.
He also found that children
"In the last five years, there be prevented by the use of new seem to be more attracted to
have been no deaths in warning symbols like Mr. white containers than black or
Allegheny County ( Pitt- Yuk, according to a study by red ones, to square containers
sburgh) from accidental Kenneth C. Schneider, an and to those with an odor —
ingestions," said a spokesman assistant • professor
of even those with unpleasant or
for the National Poison Center marketing at St. Cloud State antiseptic odors.
Network, which is based at University in Minnesota.
Mr. Yuk is used in about 20
Children's Hospital in Pitt- Schneider's research was Eastern cities now, the poison
publishechn the University of center said.
sburgh.
The network estimates that Illinois' Journal of Consumer
In Illinois, the state is exbetween 1,000 and 5,000 Research.
perimenting with a different
Schneider concluded that symbol to replace the skull
children under 5 years of age
die each year of accidental the skull and crosSbotiel - and crossbcities. It is a green
symbol has lost much of its snake with fangs bared and
poisonings nationwide.
significance and reported that was chosen after interviews
some children believe the indicated the character was
once-frightening symbol the one with which children
designates "pirate food."
would be most afraid to play.

Put
a
litt
le
si le Into your
sizz
•

tendent.
Potts makes the
e official
decision and issues a school
announcement to area radio
and television stations,

ardous driving conditions,"
Frazier said.
Many factors determine
what his recommendation will
be, he added.

"The biggest part of the recotnmendation is based on "isible weather conditions," Frazier said, "But you can't call
the shots on only one factor.

picture to look at. But, if it
snows and a freezing rain begins to fall and the weather
bureau is - predicting falling
temperaturess."1,ou've got
several problems to consider
in making a recommendation
for the opening or closing of
schools," Frazier said.
"Ice is our biggest
problem," he said, "not the
A tasty value
accumulaton of snow,because
snow melts pretty fast, but A complete
$209
salt has no effect on ice below meal, priced right!
a certain temperature."
You'll enjoy a quality steak only
A • with-rich-crearny,gravy, yoor choice-of.potato:-

"You have to also take into
consideration
what the
weather bureau is predicting," he said.
The ride- for Frazier and
Taylor isn't always short.
"I drove 42 miles one mornrig checking various subdivisions and rural roads for haz_r

"U-41,1111Q4g44--YOU'Ve-SOL 41
.
44
'

We

Chicken Fr
Steak Meal!

and a thick slice of Stockade Toast. Plus salad
with your choice of dressing, plus your drink.

Free for the Asking!
mafte

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box.3471 Murray,KY 42071 _

Bel Air
Center,
Murray

TOCK
AIM
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
II.. l•.. IIINImins II...

fan

Entire Stock

2

$
98
FALL KNITS

MIS

Yard

CITIZENS OF MONTH — Pictured are recently named
Calloway County High Citizens of the Month, Marc
Darnell and Sheila Darnell. Chosen for December, Marc
Darnell is on the varsity basketball team, "Mr. CCHS,and was fall festival king. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Darnell, Route 1, Murray. Sheila Darnell is
editor of the annual staff, a varsity cheerleader and is a
member of the high school speech team, Beta Club and
SAE. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Darnell,
Route 7, Mayfield.

• America's Largest, Quality Selection
• All 60" Wide
• Values $3.98 Yd. to S11.98 Yd.

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
deity
3 Wooden
Answer to Monday s Puzzle
1 Smallest
numbervessel
MUM
MINN Mia
6 Sumptuous 4 Sow
IMUU OVUM OH
5 Handle meal
insinvw
umullar
e T.:ymbOIRit
11 Carrier
MORRO OERM
iron
12 Banished
Prefix
WOO
MHO
HU
7
•
from one's
formerly
EOM FROMM DU
own home
8 Succor
OHP HU MD
14 Plural
9 Undergarment iU'lordiVEINUI
ending
10
term
Bridge
15 Retain
MBE PM KM
11 Animal
17 Eat
HOUR MMUS/
13 Erased
18 Beast of
RAPOITED
MIMEO
(printing)
burden
OMR
20 Challenges 1 6 School
DM MAFIA HUM
dance
23 Crony
(collo(')
49 Flesh
34 Amount
lcollog I
19 Steal
52 High card
owed
24 Stitches
21 Man's name
54 White
36 Embrace
26 Bracing
Locations
22
Houser
37 Rumor
medicine
initials
38 Piece for
28 Symbol for 25 Dinner
course
57 Printer's
two
cerium
27 Group of
40 Showered
measure
29 Group of
Steamship
soldiers
58
41
Slaves
three
labbt I
44 Caudai
31 Went by car 30 Lavishes
appendages60 That is
ondness on
33 Walk
47 Great Lake
32 Harvests
labbr 1
wearily
35 Withered
1
7 3 4 5 4446 7 ill9 10 V..'
36 Originated
::::::
X:*
39 Extra
•....4".. 12
13
11
42 French
article
3
1617
43 Bow in
.:
:P
society
9 ::::::.20
IIII 22 I.9.9., 23
45 Resorts
:::*:
46 Imitate
24
75 :• 26
27 MO
48 Vapor
vv.!
50 Transgress 29
431
30
32
51 Rail bird
53 Bound
91:949:9; 33
55 Compass
point
40 41
36 37
39
56 Charges
1..W
.
:
59 Females
42 111.6/ 3
i*M
44
45
61 Abounds
:•"4*
62 Spirited
49
. KW.so
47 ::.:4416M
40
horse
.n.lsom
.54
51 III
A 55
52 OM 52
DOWN
'•931!Nil.f[
::
V51
1 Smaller
60
amount
2 Babylonian il
.....e..• euli
i9.4:44 61
Wi
.94•1.
..-w4

muu

pnim

d , .,

II-I
UI

iii

UUSUE
UUU

p.ti.r.' r,ndrcai,, ire.

Satvrday 10 AM-6 PM
Cardinal Point Shopping Center

MEN'S & LADIES

SPORTCOATS,
SWEATERS,

=NW

Paducah, Ky.

Entire Stock

FALL WOOLENS & BLENDS

One HOUR 0
DRY
cLeaneR
s
c..,,ir.415bripping

• H20 Washable

enriter
i np•n7a rn tngprh
R nlvt a wr.o,
' F'honr• 7s1 hn$11 .
GOOD TUES 1.VED THEIR
Dr C 27 2f, 19

Wool Blend
• Woolmark
• Anglo

• Forstman
• Amana

EXPERTLY DRY CLEANED

MIX OP MATCH
NO LIMIT

2"
SHIRTS
39'

Entire Stock

KNITTED SHAWLS

INSTANT
DRESSES & SKIRTS

• Full Size
• Pre-Fringed
• Washable
• Nothing to Sew!
• Reg. 57.98 to 515.00

• One Seam and a Hem
• Long Silky Dresses
• Wool Skirts
• Pleated Challis Skirts

Opiii/Aom-fri. 9 A.M. - 8:30 P.M.

Ul

UUUill,. ,59
1 lUll
UUUUUUUU
Ds tr by l'ettortl

HANCOCK
FABRICS

Entire Stock

0/
All 20 0 Off

Entire Stock

FALL

CORDUROY-CALICOS
CHALLIS & COTTONS

• 4%

PE NI DLEFON

OR

—

$10.0

SKIRTS

ON MANGERS 0111 r01. DEO

LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PER
GOOD ALL WEEK

I Off Per Yard

$200
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Plastic Sheeting Can Cut Greenhouse
Fuel BiIlitor Small Scale Owners
Three methods of using
plastic sheeting can save
greenhouse owners substantial amounts in fuel costs.
While many commercial
operators are already using
these techniques to block heat
loss from their greenhouses,
hobbists and small-scale
owners can also benefit from
them, says George Duncan,
Extension engineer in the UK
College of Agriculture.
involves
One method
covering glass or fiberglass
houses with a single plastic
sheet, using spacers and small
fans to force a "dead-air"
space between glass and
plastic.
"Dead-air space betweep
..,leyers needs to be 34 to 1 inch
for best insulation," Duncan
points out. This can be
achieved by attaching spacer
strips to the top side of the
framework and then stretching a layer of film over the
strips. Thin lath strips can
hold the plastic down tight.
They should be spaced around
all edges and every 4-6 feet
across the greenhouse roof.
Duncan points out that size
of the fan needed to force the
dead-air space between layers
varies with leaks in the joints
and openings in the plastic,
but adds that a small fan
generally will supply enough
air pressure to maintain the
dead-air space.
If the glass panes are not
tight enough to provide a
suitable air seal, another
plastic sheet method comes
into play. Some owners apply
two layers of the film to the
top of their glass houses and
pressurize between the two

layers. This extra bottom
layer provide the necessary
seal not provided by the glass.
Since the bottom layer is_
pressed flat against the glass
and frame structure of the
greenhouse, these surfaces
should be free of sharp edges
that would cut or rupture it.
In recent tests at Ohio State
University the two-layer
plastic covering resulted in a
57 percent heat saving during
the four coldest winter
months, compared with
similar glass greenhouse.
Incident radiation was cut 18
percent and test tomato yields
were reduced an average of 5
percent, but energy savings
more than made up for the
reduced yield.
In attaching the plastic,
Duncan recommends some
precautions: Be sure the
greenhouse structure is strong
enough to support the pull of
the inflated layer. Gutters of
connected houses should not
be obstructed in a way that
would prevent adequate
drainage.
Under heavy snow, the
pressurized film is weighted
down against the glass surface, eliminating the insulation effect. Heat transfer
from the glass melts the snow,
as in ordinary glass houses, to
help clear the roof and avoid
structural damage.
Duncan estimates that the
best quality, UV-resistant
polyethylene sheeting may
last two winters without
replacement. At recent prices,
covering 1 acre of greenhouse
cost about $7,500 for plastic
and fasteners, plus labor.
Replacement costs are far
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less than fuel costs for heating and then pressurized with the
glass houses the same size small fan technique.
Duncan says furring strips,
that don't have added inspacers and plastic sheeting
sulation.
are available at greenhouse
Another insulation method supply centers. For further
uses plastic only, without information about greenhouse
glass or fiberglass top and construction, ask your county
sides. Double layers of plastic Extension office for brochures
are stretched directly to the AEN,-1 0 (Greenhouse
outside of a greenhouse Coverings);
AEN-1 2
frame, secured at the edges (Greenhouse Structure); or
with furring strips or 'com- AEN-31 (Greenhouse Heating
mercial aluminum channels Systems).

Farm Bureau Criticizes
Califano's Tobacco Stand
LOUISVILLE — Delegates
at the recent Kentucky Farm
Bureau convention called on
President Carter to fire
and
Health, Education
Welfare (HEW) Secretary
Joseph Califano because of his
agency's
proposals _to
eliminate tobacco price
supports and make tobacco
growers eligible for welfare.
In a resolution adopted
during the convention's Dec.
10 business session, the
delegates criticized Califano
for a set of task force
recommendations in HEW
that call for increased federal
cigarette taxes, nationwide
no-smoking days, phasing out
tobacco price supports and
direct
social
welfare
programs for small tobacco
growers to "ease their losses
in transition from a subsidized
to a market system."
The resulution called the
proposals "so alien and
foreign to the well-being of
American agriculture, particuarly to the agriculture
community in the commonwealth of Kentucky, that
the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation in convention feels
compelled
to
oppose
vehemently the philosophy set
forth by the Task Force and
apparently by the Secretary of
HEW."
The resolution also urged
President Carter, House and
Senate members and the
secretary of agriculture to
oppose the Califano antitobacco initiatives which
would, it said, "subvert the
Kentucky agriculture community to a position of welfare
and food stamp recipients."
In other action, the Farm
Bureau delegates reaffirmed
their support of educational
programs involving loose-leaf
packaging of burley, and
called for expansion of the
programs "to the point of
permitting all those who
desire to package their
tobacco in loose-leaf form to
be able to participate in the
program."
The policy statement alsp
said that loose-leaf tobacco
"should qualify for federal

suppy tH soiutior

YOU
SAFETY
1.0.

grades comparable to the
conventionally
hand-tied
tobacco," but cautioned
against abandoning the
traditional
practice
of
marketing tobacco in hands.
"We feel very strongly that
each individunt_should be
permitted to handle this
tobacco in hand-tied or looseleaf form according to his
personal
desires," the
statement said.

USDA Tobacco
Quota Meetiq
January 410
Washington — The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
USDA
will sponsor a
meeting Jan: 10 to discuss
proposed
determinations
relating to the amount of the
national marketing quota for
1978 crop burley tobacco.
The meeting, which is open
to the general public, will
begin at 10:30 a.m., in the E.S.
Good Dairy Barn Auditorium
on the campus of the
University of Kentucky (Off
Cooper Drive next to the
football
stadium)
in
Lexington. Persons attending
are invited to give their views
on the quota and related
matters.
Persons unable to attend the
Lexington meeting are invited
to submit their comments in
writing to the Director, Price
Support and Loan Division,
USDA-ASCS, P. 0. Box 2415,
Washington, DC, 20013.
Conynents (which must be
received do later than Jan. 19)
will be available for public
inspection during regular
business hours at the Office of
the Director, Room 3741 of
USDA's South Building.

UK Specialist Gives
Ways To Reduce
Hay Feeding Losses
Excessive hay feeding loses Feeding racks are on the
can be prevented this winter market, or they can be conby how you feed hay to your structed at home from
cattle.
blueprints available through
Losses vary by feeding county Extension agents for
method, time intervals bet- agriculture.
ween feedings, and amounts
Small round bales — These
fed, according_te—Garry
Ily are fed—in--the field
Lacefield, Extension, forage
ere they were dropped by
specialist in the UK College of—the baler. To reduce feeding.
Agriculture. He points out that waste, use a temporary
in research trials losses have electric fence to restrict cattle
ranged from 2 per cent with to a two or three week supply.
conservative feeding methods Make the cattle clean up the
to over 60 per cent when no hay before moving the fence to
attempts were made to reduce a new area. This feeding
waste.
method saved 18.5 pounds of
hay
per cow per day in conLosses of 3 per cent to 6 per
cent are common, and ac- trolled tests.
ceptable in most situations,
Conventional hay bales —
says Lacefield. However, the Waste usually isn't much of a
lower figure usually is problem when these small
associated with daily feeding rectangular bales are fed in a
and
high-labor feeding bunk, manger, rack or wagon
systems.
in the barn lot. But if you move
the bales out to the field for
following
the
offers
He
suggestions to reduce losses feeding, as many cattlemen do
to avoid hauling manure, you
when feeding one of three
can
prevent excessive waste
types of hay package:
by giving cattle only a one-day
Large round bales or stacks supply at a time.
— Excessive waste will result
Lacefield
adds
these
if cattle are given unrestricted —recommendations when
access to the hay. This can be feeding outside. Use a wellreduced by placing some kind drained site. If hay or pasture
of barrier between the hay and sod is damaged in the feeding
cattle — an electric wire, area, reseed in tolate winter.
gates, panels, feeding wagons
or feeding racks. In research
trials, cattle fed big hay
packages in the field without
racks required 22.6 per cent to
38.6 per cent more hay during
the same feeding period,

isp ay
On Way To Houston

OS

Burley Barn
There's a first time for
everything, and Kentucky's
delegation to the American
Farm Bureau convention in
Houston Jan. 8-12 has come up
with a novel first.
The 100 or so farmers will
take a tobacco barn with them
to Texas, part of a joint
promotion by Kentucky Farm
Bureau and the Council for
Burley Tobacco for the state's
number-one farm commodity
— burley tobacco.
Actually the barn will be a
scaled-down version of a barn
front, built by a display firm in
Louisville, and used as a backdrop for an 8 by 10-foot burley
booth on the concourse of the
Sam Houston Coliseum. The
both will 'Also feature live
greenhouse-lrown tobacco
plants provided by the
University of Kentucky and
sample cigarettes from
Lorillard tobacco company.
Other features of the 59th
annual AFBF meeting will
include appearances by
Secretary of Agriculture Bob
Bergland, House minority
leader John Rhodes and Rep.
Virginia Smith, a Nebraska
congresswoman. Entertainment at one of the
evening sessions will be
provided by Dale Evans and
her son, Roy Rogers, Jr., with
the Sons of the Pioneers.
A number of Kentuckians
will take part in national
convention activities. Fayette
Countian Robert Barton will
represent the state in national
Outstanding Young Farmer
competition Sunday night,
Jan. 8. He won the state title
last July.
A Fleming County couple,
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Thomas,
will compete for talent
recognition during the Jan. 9

And
program.
evening
Charles R.Stark,25, of Hardin
County, will vie in the national
finals of a young -farmer
discussion meet.
Another Kentuckian, state
insurance commissioner
Harold McGuffey, will addresran insurance conffkence
Jan. 10. McGuffey will
National
represent the
Association of Insurance
Commissioners.
Fourteen Kentuckians have
been designated voting
delegates by the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Board of
Directors. These 14, who will
represent the state during

a
Si:

votes on policies and
leadership positions, are:
J. Robert Wade, Simpson
County; Ray Mackey, Hardin
County; William R. Sprague,
Union County; Jack Wimpy,
Christian County; Bourke
Mantle Jr., Carlisle County;
Mrs. Glenn Barrick, Barren
County; C. A. Wilson, Scott
County; Robert M. Crenshaw,
Henderson County; Sam
Moore, Butler County; James
H. White, Rowan County;
James H. Hall, Powell
County; C. L. Conley, Green
County; Eugene McGehee,
Meade County; and Charles
Burton, Rockcastle County.

Can't get out to make
a deposit today? No
problem. Now we're, as
close to you as your
nearest Mail box! You
can do most transactiops by mail for savings, checkingand loan
payments.It's that easy.
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you see the best.
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Grain Bins
Purchase your 1978 Grain Bin and Drying
Equipment now and save two ways:
1. Take advantage of Butler's Winter
Discount;
2. Buy before 1978 price increase.

<SUTLDIO
!AGRI- BUILDER I

HILMAN COLES CONSTRUCTION CO.
Office 502-753-3897
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At The Farmers Livestock Yards
Mayfield, Ky.
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FARMINGTON, KT.
1'We Know How
visk Help. Thanks
For The
Opportunity."

Al Training School
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FARM SUPPLY,I1C._

Force cattle to clean up hay
they tend to waste, using
mature, dry pregnant cows
which have lower nutritional
requirements than calves,
yearlings, bred heifers and
cows producing milk.

If you would like to breed your own cows by A. I., complete instructions and training for you and/or your herdsman can be obtained at this school. Live cows will be
used for practice. For details and reservation, mail the
coupon today.
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KABA Will Hold An

2 Driving a station wagon,
hatch-back or fast-back
cartwith the rear window
open can be dangerous.
ri True
[1] False

at
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to

er>

1. On a camping trip a sharp
axe or hatchet is safer than
a dull one.
CI True
0 False

en
ci
tu

Murray, Ky.

Keith Hays 502-489-2488
011is E. Anderson 502-753-5448
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Some folks Sing the Dirty Oven Blues

5.

.

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

By VIVIAN BROWN
burgers at night_ Others use it
ed— the oven was a mess.
AP Newideatures
One working wife has given occasionally and they are usuThe dirtiest game in town
up using the oven — both her ally the ones that can keg
may not always be that Sunday
mother and her mother-in-law about their clean ovens.
In some communities people
afternoon football game. It may
policed it. She says she has
a 'ed b that slt:rty cooking
found that the best =0_214 advertise as oven cleaners and
oven w ic confronts you wiffa--k-relMrr—
spa-riarig—creari- is —--T81fIfIrrigt9111,1111rTrfrilltir
a nasty cleaning job but also,
not to use it! Another young folks loathe the job, and a good
sometimes, leads to a war of
woman says defensively that many do not expect to own a
self-cleaning oven anytime
words as well.
"the oven is outmoded, requirsoon.
-So, who sees the innards of
ing too much attention for the
It makes no difference that
your oven?" asks a newlywed.
service it provides." She points
your floors "are clean enough
-Everybody, if you are dumb
out that she cannot remember
to eat off' as the cliche goes. If
enough to move away without
reading about an oven-cleaning
cleaning it," said her more mayour oven isn't spanking clean,
problem in the old coal range.
you can lose your clout in the
ture neijghbor.
Was it because in those days no
neighborhood when the word
These stories. all true, emone ever thought of broiling a
gets out. Its something new to
phasize the necessity of keeping
steak in the oven?
worry about for the New Year.
ahead of the oven cleaning job.
"I used the oven only a few
BEOR00,.
For example, there is the
times and I had to spend hours
case of the well-heeled woman
3
cleaning it," she laments.
who had been married 20 years
le0.1017.
Advice from the clean crowd
and who had never cleaned an
includes standard oven tips
oven in her life, she admitted
such as "wash it quickly each
after-being brought to tears by
time it is ued, preferably
stories emanating from her old
while it is still warm or put a
community when she sold her
saucer of ammonia into the
house.
oven overnight (to soften the
"I always believed the carSECOND FLOOR
grease) and wash the oven
bon would burn off each time
quickly with a sponge in the
the oven was used and that it
morning."
47, 0.
made no difference whether it
There are, too, those eonswas black inside," she remarkmercial oven cleaners which
There's a way to Modernize
ed.
are supposed to make the job
DOORS
STORAGE
CI.•
DOwS
your house even before it's
AND
However,the new homeowner
easier.
It
depends
how
often
the
UT 11 ITV
BEDROOM
a
home
imbuilt.
And
it's,
shocked
that
so
the
nasty
was
oven is used, of course, and
hITCHEN
13.13
DINING
2
oven story spread rapidly.
provement that'll save you
what it is used for. Some
LAuNDSV
11 15“z10,
It can happen in the best of
101 6"A9#6"
money.
0
01.10 •000.
people use an oven three times
1846.111010 aycithit
houses — one woman moved
It's the Engineered 24-inch
a
day
—
from
shirred
eggs
in
only
an
immaculate
home
into
western wood framing systhe morning to broiled hamCL CL a
to have her good feelings dashtem, which allows builders to
-,
Cl.
the
cost
substantially
on
save
L IVING ROOM
MASTER
of construction materials and
22' a14'6"
CAR
CAR
BEDROOM
•
labor.
13'ill'
According to the Research
UP
Foundation of the. National
aliSENENTLES5
Association of Home Builders,
IMAM
savings of more than $300 per
OCCI•
house have resulted from
•
spacing the -framing members atlatervals of 24 inches
on center instead of the con__
ECONOMY and expansion possibilities characterize thisilsousc The modest
ventional 16 inches.
but ample first,floor area has two bedrooms, a full bath,-laundry, kitchenNow in wide use as an ec-dining area and living room in an 886-square-foot setting. Lester Cohen's
nomical alternative to tradiPlan HA1019C provides upper story expansion space for two extra
'bedrooms. For more information, write to the architect-enclosing a
tional stud spacing, the
:
stamped,
self-addressed
envelope-at
48
West
48th
St
,
Room
505,
New
York,
Wood
Products
AsWestern
, '...)
N.Y. 10036.
•s
sociation- says the Engineered 24-inch framing system, - which applies to floor
joists, studs and roof trusses,
has been thoroughly tested. It
is accepted by the Federal
Housing Administration and
the Veterans Administration
when used in accordance with
the FHA's Minimum Property
Standards.
WASHINGTON-The
industry.
WWPA says that with caregreat need for housing in
The manufacturers will ship America and our industry
ful planning, 24-inch spacing manufactured housing incan lower labor and material dustry will see a nine to 10 some 270,000 homes in 1977, must work to get the financial
costs even more. A review of percent increase in home approximately a 10 percent community
to
commit
work procedures used on a sales in 1978, shipping some improvement over 1976.
themselves to longer terms."
test house, for example, dis"The prospects for the year
300,000 units.
Huey said, "The key to
closed that an additional 15 295,000 to
Manufactured appear extremely bright," providing moderate and low
Preliminary
been
percent
could
have
saved
IT-YOURSELF DESK using two homemade
if the door and window open- Housing Institute (Miff) according to L. C. "Bud" incqme housing is financing.
ers as side supports.
ings had been preplanned to figures indicate another Merta, chairman, M'HI Board We must look to the financial
can be seen how shelves can be
of Directors ( Moduline InBy ANDY LANG
suit the 24-inch spacing techhealthy growth year for the lernational). "The product of institutions for assistance,
placed across the rungs at any
AP Newsfeatures
nique.
with some help from the
case, a
Saw a completed do-it-your- 'desired width. In this
our industry is the only af- federal government, for lower
sheet of plywood 4 feet-by-1
self proWt-the-Other day- itfordable answer to single Interest Liana-- and longer
feet and three-quarters of an
showedwhat can be done with
family housing in America. terms. This will open up home
a little ingenuity, some wood
This becomes more and more buying to more Americans
and a spare weekend.
'inch thick was 'Cut into Tow'—
The finished product is not
obvious every month in the because their monthly mots
pieces, each of which was 24
but
a
piece,
only a conversation
inches by 48 inches. This had to
home buying market."
tgage is reduced."
low-cost, highly functional unit.
be measured carefully so that
Merta feels quality and
any
A major problem conIt is a desk, but unlike
the sheet of plywood would
value will sell mobile homes in fronting the industry in the
desk you have ever seen, beyield exactly four pieces.
two
cause the side supports are
the new year. "The in- coming years is zoning. In
Three pieces of the plywood
ladders, with three shelves restroduction of the national many parts of the sUnited
were used as the shelves, the
ladting on the rungs. With the
one 28 inches from the floor
Does your list of home im- -,.between the sash and frame.
HUD code in mid-1976 has had States great strides have been
shelves
ders lightly stained, the
being the desk top or work surprovement projects include
a positive effect on the quality made by manufacturing
windows
Wood
Modern
coated with white enamel and a
fourth piece became
face.
The
replacing old windows? That
and value of mobile homes. "housing community
textured cork board serving as
meet these qualifications.
the back panel, attached so
could be good news..
--Wood sash and frames are
a back panel and noteboard on that it extended from the desk
Quality and durability of developers in gaining the
the main shelf level, the result 'top to the shelf above. PreBecause of advances in natural insulators,' because
construction areconstantly on acceptance of local planning
is eye-catching.
Windt:ow technology, Modern wood does not transmit heat.
packaged, self-stick cork
the increase in our industry," boards.
Because the old-fashioned
wood units offer a number of The units are available with
boards, in the 1-inch-square
Merta said.
wood ladder wasn't easy to size, were stuck to the vertical
benefits from' high style to insulating glass—two panes
"There is a battle ahead,"
find, two were built. They con- back panel to serve as a
Over the past year MHI has Henning states, "and the
_ low maintenance that were with an insulating layer of air
inch
. led of_four_pieces of 1
probably not available when between. And they have
developed a close and suc- manufactur,gd housing
noteboard.
by 2 inch pine (any wobel can
'the Original units were in- tight, factory-applied weathNo shelves were put across
cessful
liaison with Congress community developers are not
Two
be used) each 4 feet long.
the top and bottom rungs, these
--stalled. Most important. erstOPISIg•
in an effort to strengthen the alone in the fight. The current
were used as the uprights for serving as supports to hold evproper
replacement
Perhaps,
indifitry on a federal level.
each ladder. Hardwood dowels, erything together. The rungs
Style options in modem
discrimination is not against
windows, properly installed.
each 1 inch in diameter and cut were set into the drilled holes
"MHI developed a strong manufactured housing per se,
wood windows are another
substantial
conmake
a
can
as
2.3u2 inches long, were used
with glue. Finishing nails and
and aggressive legislative as it once was, but against all
tribution to energy advantage. They include
the rungs, five for each ladder. glue were used for the other
conservation—and can cut trapjitional double-hungs,
program that has seen major housing
updevelopments.
The rungs were set into the
joined parts.
bays,
wide-view bows and
your fuel costs.
changes
in the current Because
rights via drilled holes. In other
of
sewerage
unit provided plenty of
The
caseconvenient-to-operate
words, two separate ladders space for desk work,a place for
Housing Act as well as many -overload, countless local
average home, win- ments, awejrigs and hoppers
In
an
were made, but with the rungs books and a few knick-knacksu
housing-related bills and planning commissions located
dows occupy a large part of (usually used to provide venset unevenly apart, not evenly a spot for a telephone and even
uninspace.
If
exterior
wall
an-'
fixed-sash
regulations
affecting our around the country have
tilation
with
as in a ladder that must be room for two phone directories.
,sulred or poorly-insulated, its), sliding windows and slid;
industry," said MHI president presently
climbed. The lower rung of
placed
a
Not gaudy, but neat and usethese units can account for ing patio-doors. Sophisti--, Waiter L. Henning, "We ex
each ladder was placed 1% ful.
moratorium
on
new
housing
of
heat
amounts
excessive
hardware
fittings
and
cated
inches from the bottorrae the
pect -the new session of subdivisions.
loss. To iombat this expen- make the windows easy to
(Do-it-youi-selferg will Find
next one 28 inches from the botCongress
to provide us with
information
in
should
waste,
you
valuable
sive
fuel
much
open,
close
and
lock.
Industry leaders feel that
tom, the next 9 inches above
handbook, "Practhe vehicle to produce ad- the old prohibitive zoning Chat
select windows with superior
that, and the top rung 9 inches Andy Lang'sRepairs,"
available
Wood windows in a wide
tical Home
insulating capabilities. That
ditional legislation that will was directed at manufactured
higher than the one below.
to this newsmeans units which reduce range of styles and sizes'are '1$410- the - American home
When these two ladders are by sending $1.50 Teaneck,
N.J.
heat loss through the frame, available at locat-lumber- buyer and the housing in- housing communities in most
stood up and placed opposite paper at Box 5,
-suburban areas was often
apart, it 07666.i
"- 4 sash and glass and prevent air dealers or building supply.
each other a distance•
dustry."
infiltration through-agent:up
bases on- "fears" that no
A major forecasting sign is longer have any basis in fact.
building and supply material With their major arguments
orders, which are on an up- eradicated, zoning boards will
swing in the =bile home find it increasingly difficult to
industry.
deny citizens the right to
"WA have experienced a choose a specific type of
good flow of orders in the last housing, namely manufacquarter of 1977," according to tured housing.
Joseph N. Ellis (LaSalle
Deitch Co., Inc.), chairman,
(All Sales Final)
MHI Suppliers Board of
Governors. Shipment of
material has picked up like old
times and there is a sharp
upgrading of material used in
A new booklet cramthe homes.,
packed with helpful remodel.
interior
"Orders for better
ing hints for homeowners is.
materialyincluding higher availahle from the Siding Inquality carpet, furniture and formation li oreau.
To tic„Ip homeowners
appliances are coming in,"
Ellis said. "Today's mobile choose the right siding for
the booklet inhome buyer has'more money their homes,
cludes information on the difto spend and can afford ferent
kinds of siding availGallon
quality and more amenities." able, color selection of siding
The double wide segment of and siding accessories, and
(Cannot Be Tinted To Match)
the various ways siding can
the industry faces a shift from
be installed. Warranties and
traditional mobile home
finding a contractor are also
financing to the type of con- covered
in this I6-page bookventional loans available for
let.
site-built homes.
For a free copy of "A
SLINDONIS(iAIN DO A LOT to improve living condiHomeowner's Guide to
leading
institutions
"Many
tions. This handsome wood bay window fills the kitchen
appear ready to take this Choosing Siding, write to
with natural light while providing an excellent view of
the Sidi,ng inforyttatien
. ftd_v_iar •
_the oiadoomAulte haute Lianas flietero.241." 'ed-ssaoth- • step," _Aar
litifeaur- 210- West 57th Al..4
.40.
erstripping.andthr wood sash and frame help 4'090Crye
Hussey, MVII vice ciut
New York. N.Y.
._
- ---0f. Liberty- Urnneep-siberebrar..
.

24-Inch:
Framing
Saves.$

U
a

•

•

ON THE

k;' HOUSE %off

•

•

Miliffactured Home Sales
May Continue Increase

4

Replace whickiws

to save on energy

-

Here's the Answer Eg
lentil sold in a kit, will last fee
By ANDY LANG
many years, often as long as
Q. - One of our metal gutthe life of the gutter.
ters wag leaking. When I went
up on the ladder to see where
Q. - I used a varnish remothe leak was, I discovered that
ver to get the old finish off a
rust had attacked one part of
rater and had -:eatert a .-peeeest-hirouty%4A-eatoe-out
pretty good except for a slight
small hole through it. The rest
discoloration, evidently where
of the gutter seemed in persome old stain had soaked well
fectly good shape and I would
hate to buy a whole new gutter - into the wood. I planned to use
a regular wotid bleach, Ian a
because of the one bad spot.
friend of mine says ordinary
Can you tell me the best way to
household bleach will do just as
repair this?
well. I don't want to try it un— Any hardware store,
less I am sure it won't damage
lumber yard or building supply
the wood. Can you advise me?
center sells little patehing kits
A. Where the discoloration
for just such a purpose. One of
is slight, as you say it is in this
them comes with a piece of ficase, a household bleach someberglass that is placed over the
times will do the job of removdamaged portion of the gutter.
ing it. If not, you will have to
The kit describes how to apply
use wood bleach. In either
it to keep it firmly attached. Or
case, the wed may get someyou can use a piece of aluminum foil as the patching mate- 'what lighter than it was originally. Sometimes the natural
rial. Spread some roofing cecolor can be restored with a
ment over the hole and a few
little sanding, sometimes it will
inches all around it. Lay the
have to be stained to the -desirfoil on the cement and press it
ed shade.
down very lightly. If you press
it too much, most of the cement
The techniques of using varwill squeeze out and away from
nish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
the hole. After the foil is in
bleach, etc., are detailed in
place, spread another layer of
Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
cement over it. Make sure the
Finishing In the Home," availfoil is entirely covered, but do
able by sending 35 cents and a
not pile the cement too high or
long,STAM PE D,self-addressed
it will serve as an obstruction.
A repair made in this manner, envelope to Know-How, P.O.
whether it be with fiberglass, Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
aluminum foil or any other ma- 11743.

Plenum Heating System
Rewards
Homeowners
Builders are constantly tern due to

What engineers
looking for ways to reduce the describe as the built-in "com.construction cost of the homes fort factor."
they build. When they find
This results in more un* one, the buyer usually bene- iform temperatures-floor to
fits. " •
"- • ceiling-than cenVentional
Sundown Marina in Suisun, .. systems.
California, is a case in point.
Because of radiant heat
---The builder was able to from the floors, thermostats
realize savings of about $450 can be set lower in winter and
in construction costs on each higher in summer. This, of
home by using the Plen-Wood • course, helps conserve fuel.
underfloor heating and cool- Homeowners have quickly
ing system --For • -buyerk-it---learned how well the system .
meant $450 worth of attrac- works.
tive extras installed in their
"They don't have to conhomes as standard equip- 'stantly adjust and readjust
ment.
the thermostat to compenThe Plen-Wood system is an sate for pockets of cool or
inSulated crawl space en- warm air," says Jerry Brown,
closed by a foundation of construction manager of DI,.
treated westent Wood, or con- Nelson Corporation, the
crete, and an all-wood floor. builder-developer.
Instead of the usual furnace
"For the most part," adds
ducts, the underfloor area is Brown, "once they've set the
used as a plenum chamber for thermostat, the system
the distribution of hot or cool reaches a comfortable temair, depending on the season. perature and stays there. For
A downflow furnace keeps the the homeowner, there's a lot
air under slight pressure to of peace of mind in addition to
assure uniform distribution.
simple operation."
Since the Plen-Wood sys"There's nothing mystetem does away with the need rious or unusual about the confor ceiling ducts, the homes struction techniques used to
have sloping and vaulted ceil- build a Plen-Wood home,"
ings throughout, I atlica than- ----says Brown. No special skills
Just in living areas. The three are required and standard,
and four bedroom, single-fam- readily-available •materials
ily homes range in size from and western framing lumber
1,728 to 2,250-square feet. were used throughout the
-Homeowners enjoy access to project.
the Suisun marina and water"With only minor variaway and can take advantage tions," Brown adds, "the
of a nearby freeway for the Plen-Woed system used at
quick commute to San Fran- Sundown Marina meets model
cisco.
building and mechanical
Homeowners also report codes, including HUD and
tower heating and cooling
FHA. Local code approval
took less than two weeks.Costs with the Plen- Wood sys-

Ckne-Out
Sale
YarTing

Exterior Paint

$100

Murray Supply
Co.,

liemodeling.
help for
homeowners

filttRACE
SHOPPE
Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood burning fireplace for every budget.

Also vs carry
a full lino of:
,.-Ben Franklin fireplaces
Automatic Wood Heaters
r Wood & Coal Stoves
...Plus many Hearth accessories, glass screens &
related gift items_

in and discuss your fireplace needs with our
qualified sales personnel.

Slop

Installation on all items and lank finaaoing
available.
OlvinpiC Plaza, Murray, Ky.
753-4,150
'
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JUST BEFORE THE TEST
BEGAN OUR TEACHER
GOES,"00E5 EVERq0NE
HAVE A PENCIL?"

7
THI5 FAT KID ACROSS
THE AISLE FROM ME

WHATEVER

THEN THIS OTHER KID
WITH THE GLASSES
69E575URE kfOU DO_
J.14AVE MINE!"

GC).--211-1—C1°N

HA •-•-•

TO THE LOOR0 SAID"?

.!

dapri,

4/1/fhp

*OK
•om•

2-

1977 Und•cf

Faitke• Synd6cat•

I'LL EVEN MAKE-SOME
POPCORN_WOULD YOU
UKE TO I70 THAT?

(N.10, THANK qOU

(1

1-HIS HAS BEEN

A GREAT YEAR

C I grr Unit•cl Fo•lure Syndocatc

2-27

inc.
tairmool•••••••

NANCY
WHY THE

BIG RUSH?

'
9
"U.I
'
d

GOTTA HURRY--- AUNT
FRITZI IS GOING TO
PAINT OUR KITCHEN---

THE MAN
SAID THIS WAS

S"44C1".16C—T
-7—.
• — AND'

QUICKDRYING
PAINT

°
44

.
1#
411191
0fit.
I.

t
Sket.
e
%14"•aft

111H

04
,2

BUT I
DI DN'T
THINK
HE
COULD
READ ,

At.wAYS
KNEW rvise- DOG
wA5 SMART -

deg

Agency Bickering
Charactethes
Strangler Hunt

s...

s
tha:
Dert
mortan
e en
SI°.yLa
ersbov:ith
10 employees are reminded by
the U.
_and
Health Administration
(OSHA) that they must
complete the 1977 summary of
job deaths, injuries and
illnesses in their establishYneels by Jan. 31, 1978.
Rgbert E. Wendell, the
Labor Department's acting
regional administrator ;or
OSHA, Atlanta, says that all
employers with more than 10
employees must complete
Form 102 - "Annual Summary of Occupational Injuries
and Illnesses."
He added that the form must
then be posted in workplaces
where employees can see it no
later than February 1 and
must remain posted until
March 1.
In the Labor Department'seight-state Region IV
Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina and
Tennessee, Kentucky is the
only state with requirements
different from the above.
There, employers with one of
more, rather than over 10,
employees must meet the
OSHA
summary
requirements.
Form 102 has been sent to
employers. Additional supplies and information can be
---_--obtained from the OSHA area
.office at 600 Federal Place,.
Suite SN-E, Louisville, Ky,
40202, telephone 502-582-6111.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)They don't require much
Winter camping can be a
If you found new fishing food arid they won't chase it, great adventure if you've got
tackle, camping gear or other so you have to "think srnall the Proper equircient.
equipment, under the.--and low," advises the,-statt------90-even-if-Teterenot
ChrlStIna$ tree, there's no Department of Fish and ProPerlY equinped for sleeping
reason to wait until springAb Wildlife Resources.
out, you can enjoy a walk in
try them out.
A black jig drawn
the
woods. ""N
the
along
Fish can be caught year- bottom or g live4 nightcrawler
You may only see a few
around in Kentucky, and the dangled in front of a bass' nose other hardy souls, if any, but
state's parks remain open might produce results, but you'll probably get to see
throughout the winter.
don't expect rapid action from some wildlife that you
Nightly rates at the state the methods you used last wouldn't see during the
park lodges drop to half the July.
summer when the parks are
usual summer rates, another
Clothing is important to both crowded.
good reason to sample the the hiker and the fisherman.
Good boots are important
Kentucky outdoors during the
A good set of insulated because the ground is likely to
winter.
underwear and several pairs be hard or muddy if there's
Park lodges will be dosed of socks will help make the been a thaw.
through New Years, but will expedition comfortable.
Several layers of loose
reopen at lower rates for the
If you're going out on the fitting clothing will keep you
remainder of the winter.
water, wear a flotation device. warmer than a single heavy
fishermen Cold waters and deserted sweather or jacket, and you
Prospective
should remember that fish lakes are dangerous. If an can't remove layers as your
decrease their food intake and accident happens and you land body temperature rises with
their activity as the tem- in the water, the body's in- the exercise.
perature drops and stay close ternal temperature will lower
It's a good idta to carry a
to the bottom of the body of rapidly can be fatal.
small knapsack with a few
water.
first-aid items and matches
and a candle to light if you
hands get cold.
Quick energy foods like
chocolate come in handy, and
a swallow of brandy will warm
you up quickly.

:r...-ottitioor-

•

••t01-14.i DON'T ‘(OU COME'OVER TO Mi? HOUSE
70N1614T AN()WATCH TV?

Don-it Wait To Try- ut- Employers Should
Complete Job
That New Camping Gear Accident Reports

WATCH
THIS
SPACE

People Should
Tell SS Of

Actdress
LOS ANGELES(AP)= In- said.
vestigators of the Hillside
the
However,
when
Strangler case have been strangler task force was Changes
it
b4111011t
hampered by dad-end clues, formed shortly thereafter and
01917 UnIt•21F•alko• Syndacal• Inc
People
whose
Social
a lack of tips, and false con- put out its official list, Miss
BEETLE BAILEY
payments are
fessions. But perhaps most Berry and the Madrid girl Security
7.4
/
lk
frustrating. of all has been were ruled out. At least two deposited directly into their
BEETLE,ritm_
BEETLE,THAT'S THE SORT
J.AST WEEK
en- more victims have turned up checking or__ saving.s .account
among
law
dissensionOF
iNFORMATION-PACKED
WAS:ST WEEK.
't
should notify the Social
forcement agencies drawn since.
SENTENCE THAT DRIVES
LA.ST WEEK
THIS 151/415
s,
of
Administration
now
dumping
Security
by
the
together
Differences
were
also
apMOTHERS, FATHERS AND
TO...
WEEK
if they plan to change their
murdered females across the parent in ether areas.
FIRST SERGEANTS
northern suburbs.
After interviewing wit- home address or have already
2 Notice
ABSOLUTELY MAD
The latest disagreement nesses under hypnosis, moved, according to a local
centers on whether one of two Glendale police issued a Social Security spokesman. COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
Over 41
/
2 million people have
-yoting-women found slain over composite drawing of a man
41
:4
1
I
rtt
i
copies. Made from any
strangler's reportedly seen driving the arranged with their financial
the
weekend
is
the
a
latest victim...Rat disputes in car of Kristina Weckler, 20, organization for direct deposit-- --4.ize into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
the case began -soon after it whose body was found Nov. 6 of their monthly Social
x 10 2.40. Fast service.
was noted in mid-November on a residential lawn in Glen- Security benefits.
o
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
"But Social Security inthat the bodies of.young girls dale.
753-0035. Free parking
and women Were beginning to Los Angeles police said they formation that might affect
lot, use our rear enunusual
their
eligibility
or
payment
turn
up
with
would
not
comment
on
the
60 OUT AND
WHAT ARE you DOING
trance.
7--frequencY--in the Los Angeles sketch and have not released amount is sent to their home,"
GET SOME
JUST SITTING THERE
the spokesman said. "Prompt
area.
any drawings of their own.
EXERCISE!
EATING POTATO C.HIPS?
Investigators from the Tension
between
the notice of a move will help NOTICrk THE FLEA
Marke/73 miles West of
- agencies then involved — the Glendale and Los Angeles assure delivery of that inDover, Tennessee (at
sheriff's office and Los departments rose sharply formation without delay or
the Big Indian) has flat
_ •
Angeles and Glendale _police when __Glendale Police Chief interruption."
_
4',
- met but could not agree or? Duane Baker made an offhand- People whose payments are sheet
all colors, thousands of
which victims were con- remark at a civic meeting that- sent to their home should also
sheets. Also go by and
nected. They continued to some of
had been notify Social Security now if
see Joe Bailey or Linda
they plan to move soon to help
handle the cases separately, sodomized.
Dill if you have any
assure prompt delivery of
although a tentative liaison
article around the attic,
was set up.
kloer
Details of the sexual attacks their checks as well as the
garage or etc...that you
On Nov. 25, Sheriff's LL Phil on the victims who were mo- information, the spokesman
*
••••••••• 14.••••• Ins 07 •••••• .••••• o•••••••••
11-17
would like to turn into
Bollington dropped two names lested had been a closely noted.
NtONDIE
cash.
from a list of 11 possible vic- guarded secret. Police had "You can call, write, or visit
THE ROOSTER THAT
BUT THiS YEAR)
S
1
MIDDLE OPHS
714E
r" LISTEN TO THIS
tims of the strangler. He said wanted certain information any Social Security office to
WINNER WAS
CROWS "THE UUDEST
LAST CROW
I STORY ABOUT A ROOSTER
FOR
WATKINS
DI SQUALIPiED
WINS A PRIZE
HE LAID AN EGG
no definite connection could be kept secret so it could be used report a move," he said. "Or
CRON...0i.)G CONTEST
Products.
Contact
established between the nine in polygraph tests of suspects. you can use the change-ofHolman Jones, 217 South
address
form
printed
on
the
pther slayings and the deaths
Another such detail was how
13th., phone 753-3128.
of 7-year-old — Margaret the victims were strangled. back otjhe enveope_s in which
Social
Security
checks
are
Nov.
Madrid,.
found
Elizabeth
to
say,
but
Police
had
refused
at
WILL BE BUYING fur
eiet %t-6 in the 'city of Industry, and the county coroner's chief delivered."
Monday
through
det‘lat19-year-old Theresa Berry of investigator, Bob Danbacher, A report of a move should
Saturday anytime after
include
both
the
old
and
the
4 in disclosed Nov. -23: -No necks
Pomona, found Nov.
_
_ _12 noon for 2 months. 641
-Walnut.
were broken. There's no other new address, Mulling ZIP-- -South on Tony
Taylor
codes
"also
-the
Social
41,11kaft
police
But Los Angeles
marks -on their bodies to inRoad.
Watch
for
sign,
Security claim number that
Cmdr. Willianclidath declined dicate they were beaten."
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
appears
on
your
Social
lawny
of
rule
same
day
to
the
Elected officials entered the
the 11 victims as targWof the case when it was charged that Security checks," according
IF YOU PRAY for
MY 130Y.
YOU'LL NOTICE IN YOUR
TRUE,BUT AT LEAST NOU
BUT, BOSS-same killer or to pinpoint any Los Angeles police refused to to the spokesman.
something you sincerely
DIDN't.L___
YOU'VE BEEN DOING
PAY ENVELOPE THERE'S
YOU
KNOvi/ MY HEART'S IN THE
as connected.
answer a call about a Social Security pays over $6
need, will God answer
GOOD. W021.5 .LATELY
A BONUS CHECK
SIGN IT!
RIGHT PLACE
-Because of the dis- prostitute who failed to check billion a month in retirement,
you? Only if you are
similarities in the case, the in when she went to meet a disability, and survivors
faithfully doing HIS
re•
ages and backgrounds, there client Dec 14. The woman was benefits to over: 32 million
WILL. If not the results
0.7•
1
is a strong possibility that a Kimberly Diane Martin, people. The telephone number
will be as if you picked
number of the cases are not apparently the strangler's for the Paducah Social :up— your phone -and
01,
AL.,•‘5,•\
Security office is 443-7506; the
connected in any way," he 11th victim.
began to. talk without
number for the Mayfield office
dialing. You may have a
is 247-8095.
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
sincere need for *a
VO,
ACROSS
2 Wine cup
MOM
MUM
doctor, policemaa,"ete.
1 Epic tale - 3 Army of
purpria Emma
4 Ire
But
there would be no
5 High card*
3M
anumainm
Some
rn
American
Indian
5 Conjunction
answer. For Bible proof
PUB OUBOO 1311
"medicine wheels," suct as one
67 Cal
-1250 be ill
Without
ling e- nd MOM EIMM MM3M
read Colossians 3:1-25,
in Wyoming's Bighorn Moun13 Rescue
UMMON AMMO
8 Deposit
1.4 Inlet
THE PHANTOM
tains
Romans 12:1-21, St.
That
is
formed
of
stones
MBA WOW
9 Transgression
15 Kind of
6002 -441
John 17:1-26. For further
MY BABY...
LAMM MAMBA
placed: in the shape of a 28dance
LUCK..
MISS
I CAUGHT
MOVE UOU EMMA
17 Comes back 11 Singing
GONE!
spoked wheel, were used as
information
TAGAMA,,,
consult
IT!"
voice
NUE MUM MOM
19 Weirder
pr imitiv e astronomical in16
Conjunction
your
Bible.
21 Rows
For
LW
MUMMA
AM
k\h
18 Single itam
struments, researchers believe.
22 oung
VIMMUM MAMAS
assistance call 753-0984.
DON'T
20 Imbecile
salmon
BMW
WOW
CRY,WS.
24 Prefix clown 22 Gasp for
REX, BE
44 The
breath
36 Profound
PALMER.
25 Title of
REWARD OFFERED for
If You
A G001,
37 Items of
sweetsop
23 Solo
respect
251'eruse
property
45 Latin
information leading to
,
BOY.„
26 Macaw
Need Them:
27 Expired
conjunction
39 Part of step
27 Lead
the arrest and con281
an's
name
41
Twelve
47
Rubber
tree
Tuberculosis
29
viction of persons
291 iblical
49 Prefix . three
Fire
dozen
153-1441
(abbr
weed
42 Kind of
50 Weaken
31 Nothing
responsible for breaking
Police
"953-1621
Concoct
30
cheese
53
Faroe'
32 Maiden
in, stealing and van341 unny
43 Capital of
Islands
Rescue
.
loved by
753-6952
Latvia
pieture
whirlwind
Zeus
dalizing a 1971 Toyota at
Ambulance
.
753-9332
of
Note
33
7
1512 Henry St., Murray.
Hospital
scale
amiamimp•••:":
34 Vehicle
Call 753-6100.
:X014
Emergency
753-5131
Symbol
for
35
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tantalum
HU1116116 Society
WHAT WE IX) best is
36 Hold back
THANK XXI.
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38 Exist
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20
care. Needline, 753-6333.
COME TO SEE BOWL&T„
39 Crimson
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Care .
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Approximately
$20.00
value. Call 767-2351.

st
es

6 Help Wanted
OPPORTUNITY.
Position open for entry
into new paraprofessional career field.
Experience not
necessary, will train.
Pleasant working
conditions. Prefer some
college and moderate to
excellent typing skills.
Ideal for lady whose
children are grown or in
school. Send brief
resume to Box 32-M, c-o
Ledger & Times.
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vmAnTo
LAYERS
$10 per hour. New
Kroger addition, Central Shopping Center,
Murray, Ky. Call 753-

EXECUTIVE MENTAL
Health position, alcoh-ol
program director with
progressive
program
within a Mental Health
center. Master in
Mental Health related
field, MM. 5 yrs experience. Salary $15,000
Min. Send resume letter
to Chemical Director,
Green River Comprehensive Care Ctr.,
233 W. 9th., Street,
Owensboro, Kentucky
42301. An Equal Opportunity Employer,__
RN CHARGE 7 a.m.-3:30
p.m. LPN evenings 3
p.m.-11:30 p.m. LPN
relief evenings and
,nights. Call 247-0200,
Maplewood
Farms
Health Care Center,
Mayfield, Ky.
10 Business Opportunity
GROW EARTHWORMS
for profit. Free DataWORM ,WORLD, 18*
South
Josephine,
Denver, Colorado 80210
or call Mr. James_
Collect (303) 77114026
LOANS AVAILABLE for
existing business,. new
business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
1.up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61
/
2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call
1-502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days a week.
•

14. Want To Buy
BURLEY TOBACCO.
poundage for 1977 crop.
Call 489-2126.
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

THE FAMILY of Mary J.
KIL SAW sale. Model
McCuiston would like to
574, 74",1% HP, $29.99,
thank all the friends,
Model 559 ball bearing 2
neighbors and relatives
HP, $54.95. Willi&
the-kindness shown
Hardware. Paris. during their time of
sorrow. A special thanks
WEED
EATERS
to the 2nd floor nurses,
Clippie, $19.99, W,eedie
Dr. John Quertermous
Altodel 500 Or 507, while
and
Blalock-Coleman
they last, $49.99. Wallin
Funeral Home. Thanks
Hardware, Paris.
to Bro. John Dale and
Bro. Loyd Perrin for FIREWOOD. Willi
deliver. Call 753-5857.
their kind and consoling
words.
SMOKE ALARM, battery
operated, by Water Pik,
5 lost And Found
$29.99.
Wallin HardFOUND
CHILD'S
ware, Paris.-Christmas present.
COMMODES - BORG
Warner Or Artesian,
white, $34.95. Colors,
$42.50. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites
andinter_130011-af-b.
way frontage Located
withing minutes of Ky.
Lake. Priced in mid
teens. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. We
provide a complete
range of Real Estate
Service.

753-4451
`97,

FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
$15 and up per rick. SAILBOATS 20 per cent
Delivered prompt
off AMP Sunfish and
delivery. $12 per rick if
Force 5. Free delivery
you haul. Call 437-4228 or
within 50 miles. Great
437-4346.
Christmas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
SKIL ROUTER sale,
Highway 62, Calvert
HP model 548 only
City, Ky. Wednesday$35.99. Wallin HardSaturday call 395-7844 or
ware, Paris.
362-8585 nights.
GUITAR LESSONS: 8
week course. Basic
chords and strumming.
Call 753-6544 after 5 p.

=MN

_ MOVING MUST 1111U.: OITB ALIIMjeta,_
New Kenm ore-dish- 8 piece, $39.99; 10 Ocoee,
washer and G.E. range. $54.15. Choice of color.
Both Harvest gold. Also
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
new ping pong table.
Call 753.37R1 before 6 GO CARTS,3HP,6279.- 95;
4 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,
p.m.
$309.95. Wallin HardBE GENTLE, be kind, to
ware, Paris.
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre. CUSTOM MADE mattress for antique beds or
Rent electric shampooer. Western Auto, campers. Buy direct
from factory and save.
home'of "Wishing Well
See their
elegant
Gift Shop."
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
CORRELLE
EXWest Ky. Mattress and
PRESSION, 20 piece
Furniture 1136 South
sets, all patterns, $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 3rd, Paducah, Phone 1443-7323.
16 Home Furnishings
1
2" drill
STOVE, table and chairs, SKIL HEAVY /
couch and chair, rocking
with spade handle,
Model 510 only $39.99.
chair, sewing machine.
Call 753-5258.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
_
KROEHLER living room BATH TUBS - Borg
new.
like
suite,
Warner or Artesian, 5'
Wurlitzer organ. Call
steel, white, $59.99.
435-4238, after 5 p.m.
Color, $69.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
18. Sewing
USED SINGER sewing
machine, zig-zag, all
regular
attachments.
Sews perfect. Fully
guaranteed. Full cash
price, $39.50. Payments
may be arranged. Call
Martha Hopper, 3548619.
3. Exterminating

FREE
Termite
Inspection
C•rtiftitil Sy EPA
Aso.] Cottly 14..Ilt•Aiets

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
am.. Nil wooed ever SI
wog 01.
!oars Do ..tI_,
is RNA'S.
.

100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914
Roaches,Surer Fist.
and Shrubs

;$111

,01+
,
10a

•I••••1
••• 0. boy •U Noe ...IS.. Complete awl toostrOsrAssitioble 14 lip
to SATO stiseihnl 11.1 .111 pram, •toy 1.11 •••40,14 fif.P
h,
MO.
boy Its* f...,,

CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-e$4

WANTED-ground
for
soy beans. Magness
Beach, Kirksey, 4892662.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO
BEDROOK
HOUSE, 1 block from
campus,$165 per month.
Call 753-3293.
t
MO BEDROOM house
available first
of
January. $135 month.
Call 247-0255, Mayfield.
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
_a.vailable. Call Mike
Brannack
753-8850
between 8 and 5.
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
253-4758

MOBILE HOME Spaces.
Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.

NOTICE
On November 1, 1977, a 10% penalty
was added to all unpaid city of Murray
property tax bills. To avoid additional
charges, tax bills must be paid prior to
January 1, 1978. Payment should be
forwarded to the city clerk's office,
City Hall Building, 5th and Poplar
Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Office
hours 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday
thru Friday.
Jo Crass, City Clerk

"For Real Service
In Real Estate"
Main 753-1222

The Phone
Number In

Murray
For Al? Your
Real Estate Needs
Is

AKC REGISTERED toy
Poodle puppies. Call 7530957.
ARC
GERMAN
SHEPHERD puppies.
Solid white. Call 5542153, Paducah.
43 Real Estate
WALLET WATCHERS 4 bedrooms, 11
/
2 story located on deep lot near
university - priced in the
teens. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

5110
rzo

48 Automotive Service
51 Services Offered
SALE - Willard car
year ELECTRICAL WIRING 2
battery,
home or industrial. Call
guarantee, $22.88; 3
Charles Cooksey after 6
year guarantee, $26.99;
p.m. 436-5896.
4 year guarantee,
629.99; 5 year guarantee, $32.59. Maintenance JACKSON PURCHASE
free 5 year guarantee,
Insulation of Murray
$39.99. Wallin Hardannounces its opening
ware Paris.
by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
49. Used Cars A Trucks
1973 st. TON Heavy duty
Dodge Club cab. Call
753-7370 or 753-0129.

WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and
sand. Lime, sawdust or.
decorative rock. Also
free estimates on
driveway and parking
lots. Call Roger Hutson,
753-6763.

1972-CHEVELLE 350, fed
-COMMERCIAL
with black stripes exPROPERTY for sale.
cellent condition. Mag
Located on South - 12th
-Street. Ideal location for
wheels. Will sell or
restaurant, or any retail
trade for Chevelle or
business. This is a 137' X
Camaro. Can MUM.
183' lot, prime business
_location. ?bong Kop-.
_ BUICKLECTRA
PoAMindoiris
perud Realty, 753-1222
and doors, tilt wheel.
for more information.
Excellent condition. Call
753-3178.

SMOOTH FOX Terrier
puppies. Call 753-6505.

THE FOLKS at Sunset
Waldrop Realty
Boulevard urge you to
"In Business
hurry and lay-away that
Since 1956"
Pioneer Car Stereo for
753-5646
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
HOME OF DISTINCdemand nationwide this
TION-Beautiful
and
year has already caused
spacious 4 bedroom, 21
/
2
a shortage on some
bath
home
in
models._ Some come on
Gatesborough Sub_over ___ta
_Sunsst- division. -Almost 3,000
Boulevard Music, _ square
.feet of comDixieland
Center,.... fortable,'
well designed
ChestnutSt.
living area in this 2story brick
home.
WANTED A RESPONCentral natural gas
SIBLE person to take up
heat, lovely fireplace,
payments on a 25" color
formal dining room,
TV. J & B MusicMagnarox.Call 753-7575. private patio with gas
grill and we could go on
27.Mobile Home Sales
and on? Why.not twice a
look at MI
ity
4 MOBILE HOME, 3
bo
it may be just
bedroom, 2 baths,
w at
you've
central heat and air,
been
looking for. Phone 75underpinning, nice front
1222. Kopperud Realty.
-porch. Furnished or
unfurnished. Call 7533418 after 5.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

e

K PPIRW
REALTY

36 For Rent Or lease

26. TV-Radio

29 Mobile Home Rentals

Save! Save!
20 Mile
Free Delivery

31 Want To Rent

7501707
The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Rialtors
After Nours
759-1716
RENTAL PROPERTY 83,600 potential income
on this duplex - Make 1113 per cent on your investment - also have
income property
available in the form of
14 rental units filled to
tapacity...100 per cent
financing
available;..Call us
tikay, Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

John C.
Neubauer
Realtor
ust Your Property WA US
505 Main M.
mew
IN LOVELY
CANTERBURY. 3 bedroom,
2 bath,B.if...home, large
rooms, fireplace, at&actively
decorated.
Central gas heat &
electric air. Priced to
sell. Call or come by 105
__N. 12th BOYD MAJOH.S
REAL ESTATE, 7538080.

Guy Spann Realty

FARM PROPERTY -48
' acre farm with approximately 35 acres
753-7724
1101 Sycamore
Warm
Lendable. Located in
Kirksey community.
Wilson Ins. & Real
SELL YOUR FARM
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
through
Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main. We
1707 OLIVE. 3 BR 2 bath
have had many inquiries
brick home 2 blocks
regarding all types of
from campus. Has small
farm land and acreage
upstairs apartment and
tracts. If you have a
detached apartment.
farm or acreage tract to
Should rent for $200
sell, contact us at 753monthly. $49,500. Wilson
1222. Also if you have
Ins. & Real Estate. 753been wanting to pur3263 anytime.,
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
17 Ss Poplao-Sesolon
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at Kopperud Realty
provide a complete
range of Real Estate
Service. Phone us today.
5274468 7539625
"Yew key People
In Real Estate"

QUAL
REALTYITY

AIR COMPRESSORS
Now & Itobaih Units. **pen
of al makes
502-442-9396

1971
CHEVROLET
CAPRICE, 4 door, all
power, air condition,
AM-FM radio. Good
condition. Call 753-1262.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt effecient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

1976
CHEVROLET
window van. Midas
ELECTRIC
WIRING
touch. Air condition.
home and industrial, air
Gold shag carpet. Four
conditioning, and
capVins.chairs. Two 4, refrigeration, heating.
seats • make bed. Two
Call 474-8841.
tables, refrigerator and
storage box. Call 443PAINTING, INTERIOR,
7323 days, nights 443-exterior. Also dry wall
1631 or 442-3140.
finislOng. 10 years _ex._
perience. Call 436-2563,
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
Ralph Worley.
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor. ALL TYPES backhoe and
Good gas mileage.
septic tank work. Field
Ashley wood stove
tile lines installed, 28
without jacket. Call 436experience.
years
2204.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

47.

_ _soutts.utiatiermosoeve
TEL elP1101f4i 7031111111

Motorcycles

1976 YAMAHA YZ 250
New tires, good shape.
1977 XS 400, leas-than 600
-• -- miles7 Better than T1eW.
Call 753-7228.

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

WATCH AND CLOCK
repairing. All work
guaranteed. Call 7591231.

LICENSED ELEC'
S at Sears
FENCE SALE
TRICIAN and gas innow. Call Droug Taylor
do
will
stallation
at 753-2310 for free
pluming, heating and
estimates for your •ROW& Clanlng. Call 753needs.
GEORGE

LAN DOLT

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

_True_ Co. Full insured.
Trees cut and trimmed.
Call 753-4707.
DRIVEWAYS and
parking areas white
'rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p.m.

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

RENT RINSENVAC

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

Pas ether "do-h-yoorsolf
assubad dads carpets as..

Ifighway 91 East
753-0100

LAMY38.pound portable powerhouse does all the work
RITICTIV HTcleans, rinses and Vacuum

54 Free Column

od deep down dirt and

FREE GOOD WATCH cat
growls
when
strangers approach.
Five year old black part
Siamese, affectionate
protective of home
-and family, needs a new
home-.,lies.been spayed.
Has had shuts. Please
call 753-9846.

grime in a single sweep

ICONOMKALLTclews the way
protesoonaisdo-ot
a fraction of the cod
(YOU SAVE UP TO
$25.00 PER 1100111

FOUR 6 WEEK old pure
bred bird dog pups. Free
to good homes. Call 7535474.

512.00•day
Nod for
961-Air Decor Store
11.4111,(*.Ow

753-1641

C.-

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con
dition sales and ser;
vice. Modern sheet'
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

-:___Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
Open Weekdays
Mon Wed 8-1
•
-Cloud On Thursdays
Eti.11811. 12 30
*Hair Cuts *Shoves
----209 Walnut Street Call this number after 5 00 to assure prompt service nest day' 753
3685

Uditieidter
SIGN
*7994661

Dial-A-Service

.•
•••

(This alphabetized page will niiwoddy - clip if.
the paper and save foe heady

FREE
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,Silver Fish
Se Shrubs

Kelly's Termite & Pest Control

Are
753-1441

100 S. 13th St.

753-3914

, Police
753-1621

Murray, Ky.

kr,

Onumrs Hinman's

Radio Cab
Com
TAXI an B

Quality Service
Company

SERVICE
24 Hour Service
7 Days A Week

Spec,ohsts'

753-9290
Murray-Galloway
County Hospital

24 Hour
Wrecker Service

753-3134 153'6171

4 sto

502-492-8837

Modern Sheet Metal
IL Service Departments.

Taber's
Body
Shop

givesont--. egmetmelLY-5-

Refinishing &
Cu.stom Built Furniture

Heat Pump

Phone
753-5351

s

s'N

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. _call ..ar
write Morgan Construction Cd, Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

GUTTE'llf4G BY Sears,
Sear*continuous gutters
installed per your
specifications.
Call
DouleTaylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp, .
753-5933.

17141.4U 4714_ POW
REALTORS

INSULATION BLOWN in
tIX Sears save on
high heat and cooling .
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stump?! We can remove
• stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

Merrily, &Wacky

LARGE COMMERCIAL
lot-Corner of US-641
and
Green
Plains
Church Road. Measures
1.74 acres. Adjoins L&N
Railroad right-of-way on
the East side. Excellent
location for retail or
service businesses. If
interested, call Stinson
Realty, 753-3744 or 7530774.

experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p.m.

CLEANIXG at
reasonable rates
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

Southsido Court Square

20 Sports Equipment

OVEN ELEMENTS for
all electric ranges.
Smoke detectors,
Regular $36.95 for
, $24.95. Battery included.
Rowland Refrigeration,
110 South Street.

CONGRESS

Purdom a Thurman
dInsurance & Real Estate
..---m111111111eir

YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOFING. Commercial and
residential. General

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
deanIng. rill o n
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.

-

Hwy.641
6 Miles South
Jerry McCoy,Owner
& Operator

753-5131

Poison
Control
Center

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-7588

753-6952--

Rentals

Moan, garden, ado, sewer,
pastor mad casocrot• tads sad
etc.

753-5703
802 N. 18th Street
Murray

PRINTING
1/11..c 1/41stIr Servocies

753-5397
102 North 4th Street
1.444R4t-Ply-, tErft7-Vett.i:

a
ft-
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Deaths alid
' unerals I

Henry A. Doron Is

Mrs. Pasehall Dies

Dead At Age 63;
Rites Wednesday

At Hospital With
Rites gatunt

,
Henry A. Doran of Murray
Mrs. Vora
fahrhall of
Route One, Browns Grove
Route TWo,PheYear, Tn:,
community, died this morning
Thursday at 4:30.p.m. at'the
at 3:35 at the M array=
Coditty
Calloway County Hospital. His
Hospital'She was 57 years of
death occurred on his 63rd
age and her death followed a
birthday.
long illness.
Mr. Doron retired in 1974
She was an employee of the
from the U.S. PoStoffice. He
Kellwood
Manufacturing
was a veteran of World War II
Company in Drescilli(n'n., and
and a member of Farmington
was a member of the North
Lodge No. 382 Free and AcFork Baptist Church. Born
cepted Masons. Born in
July 14, 1920, in Henry Cotinty,
Calloway County, he was the „Tn., she was the daughter of
son of the late Rufus E. Doron
Vinle'Paschall Wilson, Dixon
and Nancy Darnell Doron.
and the late Lemon' Wilson,
Survivors include his wife,
the latter dying in 1965.
Mrs. Helen Harris Doron, to
Mrs. Paschall is survived by
whom he was married on
her mother, Mrs. Vinie Dixon
February 18; 1950; two sons, of Hazel; one daughter, Mrs.
Gail Doron and wife, Debbie, John (Patti) McCuiston,
and Carl Doron, Murray
Route One, Puryear, Tn.; two
Route One; one sister, Mrs. sons, Roy G. Paschall, Route
Trudy Adams, Farmington. Two, Puryear, Tn., and
The funeral and masonic Ronnie Paschall, Paris, Tn.;
rites will be conducted by s four grandchildren.
Howard McNeely at one p.m.
The funeral was held
on Wednesday at the chapel of Saturday at eleven a.m. at the
the Max Churchill Funeral North Fork Baptist Church
Home. All Master Masons are with the Rev. James G. Phelps
urged to attend. Burial will
ating. Burial was in the
follow in the Salem Cemetery.
ll Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today Tuesday).

&ea

litig

• Fuheral Saturday
Pearkiloore, For Henry Turner

!feta.%
:
'1111Pk;
FLAMES LEAP FROM HOME — Flames and smoke were pouring from tIpt home of
Abelene Jones and her mother, Zula Stone, when Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
firefighters arrived on the scene late this morning. The fire was reported to the squad

•
shortly before 11 a.m. The cause of
the fire, which destroyed the home in the Dexter community, has not yet been determined. I Additional photo and story
on Page One.)
Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley

New Educational Concept Is
Introducetin-Hopkinsville

Henry Turner of Hardin
Route One died Friday at the
A cooperative educational a better vision of what we commitment on the part of
Medea center, Pembroke. He
concept designed to enhance would like our schools to be many people both directly and
was 76 years of age.
Mr. Turner is survived by a opportunities for both students and then to work together in indirectly involved with it," he
half
sister, Mrs. Reed Jones of and teachers has been in- innovative ways to make that said. "We think this sort of
Mrs. Pearl James Moore
"
project has great'possibilities
Hardin
Route One, and two troduced in two Hpkinsville ._vision become reality:
derSaturday at 6:45 a.m. al
middle schools this year.
rrojecia outcomes'
. of th
for children and - tea-Cher-s
half
brothers,
Kelly
Mathis
of
•
the home of a daughter, Mrs.
Known as the Kentucky partnership, which is a spin- alike."
John Latimer, Hazel. She was Illinois and Jesse Mathis of Partnership
for Professional off of the federally-funded are
Hardln
Route
One.
essentially these:
89 years of age.
Growth
and
Program Teacher Corps Project at
The
funeral
was
held
—A program of in-service
The deceased was a
Development, the project at Hopkinsville Middle School
graduate education offered to
member of the South Pleasant Saturday at two p.m. at the Attucks and
Booker T. during the two previous years, teachers
chapel
of
the
Filbeck
and
in the two schools,
Grove United Methodist
Washington Middle Schools is and Dr. Lochie Christopher,
enabling them to earn
Church, and was the daughter Cann Funeral Home, Benton, built on a 833,000
grant by the assistant., itofessor, as masujos
degrees and #4.._
of the late William Morgan with the Rev. L. E. Moore Kentucky
Department of r esponsTve Inservlce vanced cekification
by tiking'
James and Julia Phillips officiating. Burial was in the Education,
along with support professors. —
Barnett Cemetery.
coursewOrk within their own
James.
from the Christian County
The Christian County school teaching environments.
Mrs. Moore is survived by
Board of Education and system provides the direct
...—Carefully coordinated
two daughters, Mrs. John
Murray State University.
services of a curriculum planning by a Steering
(Larue) Latimer and Mrs. Joe
Visualized as a project of at supervisor to aid with the
Committee and a Coor(Charlotte) Jones, both of
TWO BUSINESS DONATIOI—Two businesses in Murray recently combined to present
least two years in duration, project, and the Kentucky
dinator's Council to determine Murray High Band $500 to be used for
Hazel; two sisters, Miss
the band's trek to the Orange Bowl this week. Shown
the program is described by Department of Education,
how the available resources of with band director Joe Sills, center,
Libbie James,Hazel,and Mrs.
is Marc Hays, left, manager of Jerry's and David
field director Gary Schroeder, through an on-site contact
the schools can best be applied Bogard, manager of Long John Silvers Seafood
Ellen Wenunar, Akron, Ohio;
Shop.
an assistant professor in the person, collaborates on
to serve program needs.
one brother, Less James,
Department of Instruction and questions of policy relating to
—New understanding of how
Crestview Nursing Home, California
Learningwt-Murray State, this
the development of the cer- - the school district,
university,
Paris, --Tn., -e
grandway: -tification program.
and state department can
children; several great
"Based on the idea that a
Schroeder pointed out_tbat_function together
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
grandchildren.
coordinated - effort
by another goal of the part- day basis to deliver seMees
The funeral was held Three solid storms have teachers,
to
administrators,
nership is to involve parents teachers and to
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the dumped rain and snow across
improve inCORSIER-SUR-VEVEY, curious villagers observed the Prayer.
supervisors,
and
and
university
community
members
in structional programs.
chapel of the Miller Funeral thirsty California sinceSwitzerland (AP) — Charlie
ceremony from behind an enpersonnel can be translated the project.
Thomson said Chaplin was
Thanksgiving,
twothe
but
Schroeder said mini-grants Chaplin was buried
Horne, Hazel, with the Rev.
closure
this
into
set up by police not a member of the Church of
improved
education
"We
for
hope
to
see
the
Kenhave been made available to morning in a simple
Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr., year drought may not be over
ceremony around the burial site.
children, our aim is-to develop tuckjc Partnership become a
England, "but he ,was a supteachers for trying out in- in the graveyard of this
and the Rev. James T. yet, a forecaster says.
Chaplin's
Swiss
widow
porter."
Oona,
lookdepression
A wet weather
novative and experimental village where he
..-Garland officiating, Music
died ing pale, drawn and tired, was
After the prayer the family
meandering
eastern
in
Pathe
_2--apiiroaches
._ was by Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr.
to working with Christmas day at the age of 88. surrounded
by seven of their left, Chaplin's- widow- in the
funneled
another
storm
cific
children. He added that
and Mrs. Otto Erwin.
The funeral was as he eight children as the Rev. Da- lead, and drove away in a fleet
workshops and exposure to wanted — without
Pallbearers were Will into the state Monday,sending
fanfare in vid Miller of the Church of of Rolls Royce and Mercedes
Sierra
the
added
snow
to
consultants are other ways the little town overlooking England in
Moore Latimer, Ralph
Lausanne, and the limousines, before the coffin
that participants encounter Lake Geneva and
Latimer, Ray Latimer, slopes and widespread rains to
the majestic Rev. Richard Thomson, who was lowered into the grave.
elevations.
lower
More
the
of
By
Associated
The
Press
calls
stage
next
for
new ideas and opportunities to French alps where
Richard Latimer, and George
he spent looks after Anglicans in this
„
NATIONAL
ministerial-level talks on the
work on common concerns. the last 25 years
James. Burial was in the same was expected today.
of his life.
region, officiated.
storms,
Despite
the
FRANCISCO
SAN
(AP)
—
Palestinian
issue
and
Israeli
In addition to Schroeder,
South
Pleasant
GroveOnly
about
30
relatives,
Miller delivered a brief
Service
Weather
National
Despite three storms that withdrawal from occiiiied------111tirray State personnel from
Cematery.
close friends and household eulogy on the life and work of
forecaster gay Williams says:
snow
brought
have
rain
and
territory,
Arab
and
the
rOld—
the Pep
—attment of Instruction
•
great
London-born
"So far this year precipitation across California since ahead looks pretty rocky at and Learning who have been staffers attended the rain- the
swept, 20-minute ceremony comedian in a low voice
normal, but we don't know -Thanksgiving, a two-year the moment.
involved in the on-site activity
for the cane twirling Little audible only to the small
what the rest of the year really drought may not be over yet, a
during the fall include
group surrounding the grave.
going
is
to do."
forecaster says. A wet TOKYO 1AP) —Harriet Jerome Hainsworth, Tramp of the silent screen.
About 150 reporters and Thomson recited The Lord's
Williams noted the water weather depression mean- Rosenberg, a 34-year-old professor, as instructional
Services for Russell May of table is still far below what it dering in the eastern Pacific mother of two from East team leader, and Dr. Janice
Mayfield are being held today should be and that water funneled -another storm into Monroe, N.Y., who has been in Hooks, associate professor,
at two p.m. at the chapel of the rationing is still the rule in the state Monday. More of the a coma for almost a year,
Roberts Funeral Home, many areas.
-"\I
same was expected today.
shows -small, first signs" she
Mayfield, with Bro. John
Three of the ltu• est resermight regain consciousness
WASHINGTON (Al') — A unfair
Hoover officiating. Burial will voirs in California are still at
burden on individual
LOS ANGELES (API— through a new blood cir—
bill to remove some 4
-the taxpayers. The current annual
follow
in the
Bazzell critically low levels, the state Two men have been arrested culating therapy started last.
Adi•rIIs•,s
Ore
Postal
Service's
independence
Information
Drought
Center
Cemetery.
subsidy is $920 million.
rerfulsted to chock the
in connection with what police week, her husband said today.
would
not,
if
passed,
make the
first insterhoo of ods for
Mr. May, age 52, died in Sacramento points out.
"'Me Postal Service is used
believe may be a "copycat" "...I don't expect an overagency's financial problems mainly by businesses,
GREAT FALLS, Mont. —
correction
This
Shasta Dam, which has a
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